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1 Dynamic adaptive policy pathways
Step-by-step guide in using the DAPP approach
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1.1 Introduction
Knowledge note 2: ‘Approaches, Options and Practices to Coastal Zone Management’, described the
Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways (DAPP) approach (Haasnoot et al., 2013), which offers a method to
incorporate both longer-term adaptation strategies and uncertainties into an ICZM planning process. This
tutorial note provides a step-by-step guide in using the DAPP approach for a Small Island state example.
Note that the numbers and solutions described in this note do not have any physical value but they are
only meant to provide an example for the application of the methodology. For a more detailed calculation,
we refer to the note on coastal processes and problems, the tutorials on flooding and storm erosion, and
the use of detail numerical modeling calculations.

1.2 Background to the tutorial example
This tutorial considers a village in a Small Island state made up of 150 households. Life in the village is
generally good, with the villagers having a strong relationship with the sea. A majority of households earn
their livelihoods through fishing, and hence choose to live in a series of small timber houses close to the
beach. Palm trees surround the houses, providing shade from the hot tropical sunshine. A sandy beach
approximately 50m wide stretches down to the shore from the tree line. Throughout the day, young
village children can often be seen playing in the shallow beach waters.
The community has lived in this way for many years, however in recent times the village has noticed that
the shoreline in front of their houses appears to be receding from year-to-year. There is less and less
beach in front of their houses. During large storms, waves now almost reach up to their houses. In the
aftermath of these storms, villagers have observed the loss of large amounts of sand to the sea, with a
steep drop-off appearing in the beach about 30m in front of their houses. The beach does, however, slowly
return to pre-storm levels over the ensuing days, weeks and months.

1.3 DAPP Process
Step 1: Analyze objectives, vulnerabilities and opportunities using scenarios
a.

Together with stakeholders, identify those objectives and constraints for the coastal system relevant
for decision-making.

Objectives:

Mitigating the impacts of any potential continuing coastal retreat and temporary
storm erosion.

Vulnerabilities:

Beach erosion due to rising sea levels leading to property losses
Beach erosion during storms leading to property damage

Opportunities:

Maintaining / increasing tourism potential for the coastal area
Increased institutional commitment to infrastructure development in the village
(e.g. piped drinking water supply and sewage to households, for which regular
flooding and erosion can present as an obstacle).
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b. In consultation with the local community, specify the desired targets and indicator values to ensure
that objectives are met.
Desired outcomes/
indicators:

c.

Minimum distance from houses to high tide line under calm conditions: > 100m
Incidence of household flooding during storms:

< 10 houses/year

Identify the relevant uncertainties, and generate an ensemble of plausible futures (or scenarios) for
the specified time horizon. Since the long-term retreat of the beach is of particular concern to the
villagers, this example examines impacts up until 2100.

Uncertainties:

Degree of sea level rise (SLR)
Frequency and occurrence of large storms

Time horizon:
Scenarios
tested:

to

2100
be

Low SLR

Reduced storm frequencies

Moderate SLR

Unchanged storm frequencies

High SLR

Increased storm frequencies

This would result in a total of nine scenarios to be tested (when all combinations of sea level rise and
storm frequencies are considered). For simplicity, we will only consider the three sea level rise
scenarios for the remainder of this tutorial note.
d. Via numerical modeling, analyze each of the identified scenarios against the objectives to determine if
and when any policy actions are needed if no action was taken.
Indicator

Low SLR scenario

Moderate SLR
scenario

High SLR scenario

Minimum distance from houses to shoreline
under calm conditions (>100 m)

2060

2030

2020

Incidence of household flooding during
storms (< 10 houses/year)

2055

2025

2018

From the above example data, we can observe that the second indicator is the most critical, which
suggests that actions protecting the beach from storm surges will need to play a prominent role in the
plan. However, we can also see that actions to combat both of the identified vulnerabilities will be
required, as all indicators fail at some point under all of the scenarios.
Step 2: Identify actions and assess their efficacy and sel l-by dates
a.

Identify those actions that may be taken to help achieve the desired objectives. Ideally this step would
also be completed through stakeholder engagement and public participation.
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Possible
actions:

mitigation

1.

Construction of a seawall along the rear of the beach, protecting houses

2.

Undertaking frequent beach replenishment, to replace any sand that has been
lost to erosion

3.

Implementing set-back lines that prohibit residing within a certain specified
distance from the coast.

4.

Placing sandbags around vulnerable households, to protect them from coastal
flooding.

b. Assess the performance of these actions against the indicators and scenarios to determine adaptation
tipping points (ATP) for each action (via numerical modeling). Evaluate actions regarding whether
the identified vulnerabilities and opportunities have in fact been reduced, removed, or utilized. In this
example, adaptation tipping points for each action have been determined in terms of the magnitude of
sea level rise experienced. That is, failure against critical indicators has been translated into a related
sea level rise measurement.
Action

ATP in terms of
SLR
(m+MSL)

Scenario-dependent timing of ATP
Low SLR
scenario

Moderate SLR
scenario

High SLR
scenario

Construction of a seawall

0.75

>2100

2055

2037

Beach replenishment

1.25

>2100

2085

2055

Implement set-back lines

1.75

>2100

>2100

2072

Sandbag vulnerable houses

0.25

2055

2025

2018

The above table suggests sandbagging vulnerable households is not an effective action; performing no
better than if no actions were taken (refer Step 1.d). As such, this action is removed from the set of
possible actions and only the three remaining promising actions are used in the development of the
dynamic adaptive plan.
Step 3: Develop and evaluate adaptation pathways and map
a.

Assemble potential adaptation pathways consisting of sequences or combinations of actions.
Sequenced actions are those that follow each other discretely (i.e. once a given action reaches its
specified adaptation tipping point, the original action ceases and a new action is taken), whilst
combined actions are those that occur simultaneously to extend the sell-by date of an original action.
Pathways construction can be achieved in a number of ways (e.g. via numerical modeling of transient
scenarios, or expert judgment). Here, we examine all possible routes with all the available actions,
which we have employed in this example (Figure 1).
To develop the pathways map, it is useful to follow the following procedure:
i.
Draw your governing condition axis (e.g. sea level rise) (from Step 1).
ii.
Draw you corresponding scenario axes according to the governing condition (e.g. low,
moderate, or high sea level rise) (from Step 1).
iii.
Plot the sell-by date for the current situation (from Step 1).
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iv.
v.
vi.

List all promising policy actions and plot their adaptation tipping points according to the
governing condition (from Step 2). Draw single line pathways to these points.
Look for any logical action sequences from actions with early sell-by dates (e.g. seawall to
beach replenishment, or sea wall to setback lines).
Look for any logical action combinations that will extend the life of any policy actions
(e.g. beach replenishment to beach replenishment and a seawall, setback lines to setback
lines and beach replenishment).

iii.
iv.

vi.

v.
iv.
v.

vi.

v.
iv.
i.

ii.

Figure 1 Adaptation pathways map for our Small Island state example.

Figure 1 has been generated using the ‘Pathways Generator’ software program. This has been
provided as part of the accompanying software tools package for these tutorials. For more details on
how to make use of this software tool, we refer you to the following website: pathways.deltares.nl. If
you then click on the link to the Pathways Generator, you will be able to access both text and video
tutorials regarding the use of the tool.
b. Evaluate each of the possible pathways to help limit these to only the most promising pathways.
Pathways evaluation can be carried out either quantitatively or qualitatively, for example using
scorecards for each of the scenarios (as depicted below). Both experts and stakeholders should
provide inputs into this process.
Possible Pathways (High SLR scenario)
1.





2.





3.



4.



5.
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Benefits

Co-benefits
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Based on the above example scorecard (for a high SLR scenario), we can see that pathway number 4
presents as the most preferred pathway insofar as it has the fewest costs and delivers the most
benefits and co-benefits. Other promising pathways could be numbers 2 and 3. This same exercise
would be carried out for all scenarios, and an overall set of promising robust and flexible pathways
determined. For the purposes of this example, pathways 1 and 5 can be seen to be too costly and
deliver little in the way of co-benefits, so are screened out at this point.
Step 4: Design the dynamic adaptive plan
a.

Draw a selection of preferred pathways from the promising pathways identified in the previous step
that exhibit both physical and social robustness. In this example, policy makers could select
pathway 4 as the preferred pathway, since it removes the need to construct a costly seawall that blocks
community access to the beach and may only meet objectives for 20 years (under the high SLR
scenario, refer Figure 1).

b. Specify the contingency actions to ensure the community can follow its preferred pathway, along with
their trigger conditions.
Possible contingency actions:

Trigger:

Beach
replenishment

Implement
setback lines

1.

Establish monitoring program to assess the
efficiency of the proposed measures (for
this we refer the reader to the knowledge
note on Monitoring).

Immediate action

2.

Limit beach replenishment activities strictly
to times outside of the nesting season,
building up the sand in advance of the
season, if necessary.

Beach replenishment commencing

3.

Identify several alternative locations for
potential sand removal (e.g. from seabed,
inland, or uninhabited coastal areas).
Determine sustainable removal volumes.

Immediate action

1.

Identify new areas for community
household development in close
consultation with the community.

SLR = 1.1 m+MSL

(i.e. SLR = 0.25 m+MSL)





2.

Establish a relocation support fund to be
gradually built up over time to assist when
relocations become necessary.

SLR = 1.0 m+MSL
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0.15m before setback lines and
relocation is necessary: here
minimum 5 years
Trigger could be raised if sea level is
rising more slowly than in the High
SLR scenario

0.25m before setback lines and
relocation is necessary: here
minimum 10 years
Trigger could be raised if sea level is
rising more slowly than in the High
SLR scenario
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c.

Summarize all information generated in each of the preceding steps and document the plan. The plan
should include all objectives, vulnerabilities and opportunities; indicators, uncertainties and
scenarios; possible, promising and preferred actions and pathways; and the contingency actions,
triggers, and the monitoring plan required to stay on track.

Step 5: Implement the plan
a.

Implement all immediate actions

b. Establish the monitoring system.

Step 6: Monitor the plan
a.

Collect signpost information related to the monitoring system (i.e. indicators, triggers).

b. Commence, alter, cease, or expand immediate actions in response to monitoring information.
c.

Activate successive actions when their related trigger event occurs.
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View of inundated areas in New Orleans following the breaking of the levees surrounding the city as the result of
Hurricane Katrina. Source: NOAA Photo Library New Orleans, Louisiana. 2005 September 11. Image Credit:
Lieut. Commander Mark Moran, NOAA Corps, NMAO/AOC.

2 Flooding.xls
Calculating flood levels for selected extreme conditions.
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2.1 Introduction
The Flooding.xls tool can be used to determine the flood levels for selected extreme conditions and
available dimensions of the coastal defense system (deterministic methodology). A coastal site should be
divided in a number of characteristic sections, each with its own specifications (type of defense: natural
barrier or artificial structure) and dimensions (crest level, crest width, outer slope, water depth at toe,
etc.). A natural barrier can be: sandy beach-dune system, gravel barrier, soft cliffs, etc. An artificial
defense system can be: revetment, seawall, harbor jetty, rock breakwater, dike covered with stones, etc.
In a first assessment it is generally sufficient to assume that the coastal defense system consists of a series
of non-erodible sections, each with its own fixed crest level. Weak spots consisting of natural erodible
defense systems should be studied in more detail by using models which can predict beach-dune erosion
during an extreme event (crest lowering due to erosion and thus larger flood risks).
Generally, two approaches can be used to determine the extreme flood levels:




storm event approach; deterministic methodology based on the known return periods of extreme
events (offshore significant wave height, peak wave period, wave incidence angle, storm duration,
surge level);
time series approach; probabilistic methodology based on available time series of the parameters
involved; time series are splitted in a series of events of 30 min to determine the probability
distribution; time series values are used to compute the flood levels and probability distribution
involved.

The time series approach can only be used if simultaneous measurements of waves at an offshore station
and water level measurements in a nearby harbor are available for a relatively long period of time (10 to
20 years). Both data sets can be combined into a joint probability distribution of water levels, wave
heights, periods and wave angles.
In the absence of time series data, it is most simple to use the event approach based on available
information of extreme wave heights and surge levels. Both parameters can also be estimated using wave
growth models and surge level models.
Herein, the storm event approach is demonstrated.
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Table 1 shows available return periods (= time interval between events with similar values) of offshore
wave heights and nearshore surge levels based on measured data at a given coastal site. The surge level is
the water level increase in addition to the tidal level. Figure 2 shows the measured data on logarithmic
time scale. Extrapolation yields a wave height of 9.3 m and a surge level of 4.2 m for a return period of
1000 years, which can be used for flood risk analysis. Other extrapolation methods can also be used
(Gumbel distribution).
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Table 1 Measured wave data and surge levels for a given coastal site.

Return period TR (years)

Significant offshore wave height Hs,o (m)

Nearshore surge level ∆hS (m)

1

4.1

2.0

5

5.1

2.5

10

5.7

2.8

20

6.2

3.1

50

7.0

3.3

Wave height and surge level (m)

10
Measured wave data

9

Measured surge levels

8

Extrapolated wave data

7

Extrapolated surge levels

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

10

100

1000

Return period (years)

Figure 2

Determination of the return period of extreme events, based on Table 1.

Figure 3 shows various types of wave height-return period distributions. A relatively flat line is
representative for shallow water with breaking waves. In shallow water the wave height depends on the
water depth. A steep line means that the annual extreme waves with a return period of 1 to 10 years are
rather low, but extreme waves with a return period of 100 years are rather high. This is more
representative for deep water at sites where extreme storms (hurricanes, cyclones) occur sporadically.
25

Significant wave height Hs (m)

Sines
Tripoli

20

North Sea
Bilbao

Follonica

15

10

5

0
1

10

100

1000

Return period (years)

Figure 3
Extreme (deep water) significant wave height as a function of the return period for
several locations (PIANC 1992).
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2.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Flooding.xls consists of four spreadsheets:





Overview
Sheet 1: Storm surge
Sheet 2: Wave runup-overtopping
Sheet 3: Wave model refaction-shoaling

In Overview it is shown how the maximum flood level can be computed, using the results from sheet 1 to
3.

Sheet 1: Storm surge
Storm surge is the increase in water level near the coast due to wind forces. The basic equations are (Van
Rijn 2011):
hs = funnel ho [ 1 + (1 + 2a)0.5]
with: hs = water level increase near the shore due to storm surge, a = (0.8 τ s,x L)/(ρ g ho2), L= fetch
length, ho= water depth, ρ= density of sea water, g=9.81 m/s 2, funnel = funneling factor, τs,x = ρair fw (W10)2=
wind stress, ρair = density of air, fw= friction factor, W10= wind velocity normal to shore.
Sheet 2: Wave model refraction-shoaling
Assuming a straight uniform coast with parallel depth contours, the water depth at the breaker line can be
estimated from:
hbr= [(Hs,o2 co coso)/( 2 g0.5)]0.4
The wave height at the breaker line is given by:
Hbr=  hbr
The wave incidence angle at the breaker line (br) can be determined from:
sinbr=(cbr/co) sino
The nearshore wave setup in the surf zone can be estimated by:
hw= 0.2 Hbr
14 
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with:
Hs,o = significant wave height at deep water;
hbr= water depth at breaker line;
co, cbr =wave propagation speed at deep water and at breaker line;
o, br= wave incidence angle (to shore normal) at deep water and at breaker line;
 = Hs,br/hbr= breaking coefficient = 0.6 to 0.8;
 = 1.8= calibration coefficient;
Lo= wave length in deep water (ho),
co= Lo/Tp, Tp= peak wave period.
Linear wave theory is applied to compute the basic wave parameters (Van Rijn 2011).
The different cases in Flooding.xls, represent possible different offshore wave conditions (e.g. to describe a
wave climate).
Sheet 3: Wave runup-overtopping
Van Gent (2011) has presented runup data for steep sloping structures with a smooth surface such as
dikes with shallow foreshores based on local incident wave parameters. Various types of foreshores were
tested in a wave basin: foreshore of 1 to 100 with a dike slope of 1 to 4; foreshore of 1 to 100 with a dike
slope of 1 to 2.5 and foreshore of 1 to 250 with a dike slope of 1 to 2.5. The test programme consisted of
tests with single and double-peaked wave energy spectra, represented by a train of approximately 1,000
waves. The water level was varied to have different water depth values at the toe of the dike.
The experimental results for steep, smooth sloping structures can be represented by:
R2%/Hs,toe = 2.3 s berm eta (ζ)0.3 for 1 < ζ < 30
with:
R2%
ζ
s
Lo
Hs,toe
Tm-1

= runup height measured vertically from still water level plus wave setup to runup point;
= tan/s0.5 = surf similarity parameter;
= Hs,toe/Lo = wave steepness;
= T2m-1 g/(2) wave length in deep water;
= significant wave height at toe of the structure (or spectral wave height H mo);
= wave period based on zero-th and first negative spectral moment of the incident waves at the
toe of the structure (= 0.9 Tp for single peaked spectrum);
Tp
= wave period of peak of spectrum;

= slope angle of structure;
berm
= berm factor;
eta
= oblique wave factor;
s
= safety factor (about 1.2 to use upper enveloppe of data).
Based on the EUROTOP Manual (2007), the wave runup for smooth and rough slopes is described by:
R2%/Hs,toe = s C1 r berm eta ζ

for ζ < 1.7

R2%/Hs,toe = s r berm eta (C2 - C3/ζ0.5)

for ζ > 1.7

with:
15 
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ζ
s
Lo
Hs,toe
Tm-1
Tp

p
berm
eta
s
r
berm

= tan/s0.5 = surf similarity parameter;
= Hs,toe/Lo = wave steepness = surf similarity parameter based on the Tm-1 wave period;
= (g/(2)T2m-1 = wave length in deep water;
= significant wave height at toe of the structure (or spectral wave height Hmo);
= wave period based on zero-th and first negative spectral moment of the incident waves at the
toe of the structure (= 0.9 Tp for single peaked spectrum);
= wave period of peak of spectrum;
= slope angle of structure;
= permeability factor (=1 for impermeable structures and 0.8 for permeable structures);
= berm factor;
= oblique wave factor;
= safety factor (about 1.2 to use upper enveloppe of data);
= roughness factor, r = 1 for smooth slope;
= berm factor;

C1=1.65 (c10.1), C2=4.0 (c20.2), C3= 1.5 (c30) and s = 1 in the case of probabilistic design method, s
= 1.2 in the case of deterministic design method.
According to Stockdon et al. (2006), the swash uprush height (S) of a natural sand beach with respect
to the still water level plus wave setup is given by:
Sswash, HF

= 0.375 (sin) [Ho Lo]0.5

Sswash, LF

= 0.03 [Ho Lo]0.5

Sswash

= [(Sswash, HF )2 + (Sswash, LF )2]0.5

with:
= slope angle of beach;
Subscripts: HF= high-frequency, LF= low-frequency.

The minimum flood level above MSL= spring tide level + storm surge
level + wave setup level. The maximum flood level above MSL= spring
tide level + storm surge level + wave setup level + wave runup level.
Wave overtopping occurs if minimum flood level is lower than the
crest and the maximum flood level is higher than the crest level.

Based on the EUROTOP Manual (2007), the wave overtopping rate for smooth and rough impermeable
slopes can be described by:
qwo
16 
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qwo,max = s A3 (gHs,toe3)0.5 exp{( -A4 Rc/(r berm eta Hs,toe)}

for  > 1.8 and < 7

For very shallow foreshores ( > 7):
qwo
with:
qwo
Hs,toe

Rc

r
berm
eta
s
A

= s A5 (gHs,toe3)0.5 exp{(-A6 Rc/(r berm eta (0.33+0.022)Hs,toe)}

for  > 7

= time-averaged wave overtopping rate (in m3/m/s);
= incident significant wave height at toe;
= surf similarity parameter;
= crest height above SWL =freeboard;
= slope angle of structure;
= roughness factor, r = 1 for smooth slope;
= berm factor; berm = 1 for no berm;
= oblique wave factor; eta = 1 for waves perpendicular to structure;
= safety factor (about 1.1 to 1.2 to use upper envelope of data).
= coefficients.

Table 2

Coefficients

Probabilistic design method

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

0.067;
4.75;
0.2;
2.6;
0.12;
1;

A1 = 0
A2 = 0.5
A3 = 0
A4 = 0.35
A5 = 0.03
A6 = 0.15

Deterministic design method
0.067
4.3
0.2
2.3
0.2
1.11

Water overflow occurs if the minimum flood level is higher than the
crest level.

The overflow rate (in m2/s) is given by
q= 0.55 g0.5 (hflood-Rc)0.5
with:
hflood = maximum flood level above MSL (Mean Sea Level);
Rc
= crest level above MSL.
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2.3 Example
Given:






Coastal site protected by seawall with slope of 1 to 3 and crest level at +4 m above MSL;
Seawall slope consists of rocks (rough surface);
Water depth at toe of structure to MSL (Mean Sea Level) = 4 m;
Significant wave height at toe of structure = 0.6
Wave incidence angle at toe of structure = 0.6 (The value of 0.6 is a first assumption. For a better
approximation, it is advised the use of a numerical model. See also tool wavemodels.xls.)

Other input data, see Table 3.
Questions:




What is maximum flood level in front of seawall?
What is wave overtopping rate?
What is the percentage of overtopping waves?

Results:
Output data see first row of Spreadsheet Flooding.xls and Table 4.
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Table 3

Input data Flooding.xls

Parameters

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

Storm significant wave height offshore

2 – E21
3 – F49
2 – F21
2 – G21
1 – C6
1 – A30
3 – D49
1 – C10
3 – B49
2 – D21
3 – E32
3 – E31
3 – C49
3 – E30
3 – E33
3 – E34
1 – C8,C9
2 – E8
3 – E26

6

m

12
30
20
300
2
30
4
0.7

s
degree
m/s
km
m
m
m
-

0.33
4
0.75
1.1
1.5
1.25;
2650

m
3
kg/m

Parameters

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

Storm surge level (Sheet 1)
Wave height at breakerline (Sheet 2)
Wave incidence angle at breaker line (Sheet 2)
Water depth at breakerline (Sheet 2)
Wave setup at breakerline (Sheet 2)
Wave height at toe of structure
Wave incidence angle at toe of structure
Minimum flood level= tide level spring + surge level +
wave setup (above MSL)

1 – C30
2 – L21
2 – N21
2 – K21
2 – R21
3 – G49
3 – J49
3 – K49

m
m
degree
m
m
m
degree
m

Freeboard of crest of seawall (Sheet 3)
Wave runup (Sheet 3)
Maximum flood level

3 – N49
3 – Z49
3 – L49

Wave overtopping rate (Sheet 3)

3 – AG49

Percentage overtopping waves (Sheet 3)

3 – AH49

1.17
5.42
16.5
7.74
0.75
0.6x5.42=3.35
0.6x16.5= 10
1+1.17+0.75=2.92 above
MSL
< crest level. No overflow
4-2.92=1.08
8.53
2.92+8.53=11.45 m above
MSL
>crest
level.
Wave
overtopping
2005 (very high; crest
level should be increased
to
+7
m
reducing
overtopping rate to 100
l/m/s)
94

Peak wave period
Wave incidence angle offshore to shore normal
Wind velocity offshore in shore normal direction
Fetch length of wind (in kilometers)
Spring tidal range
Coastal water depth
Water depth at toe of seawall below MSL (Mean Sea Level)
Wave breaking coefficient
Sea wall slope (sin  tan)
Crest level above MSL
Roughness factor of slope in front of seawall
Safety factor wave runup
Safety factor wave overtopping
Density of air, seawater and sediment

Table 4

1025;

Output data Flooding.xls

m
m
m

liters/m/
s

%
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Photo credit: Tjitte Nauta

3 Wave parameters.xls
Calculation of typical wave characteristics.
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3.1 Introduction
This tutorial presents information on the tool Waveparameters.xls, where the following wave parameters
can be computed:






Wave length
Wave orbital velocities
Water pressure under waves
Mass flux velocities
Wave asymmetry

Underneath the water surface, there is a fluid motion associated with the free surface motion (see Figure
4). While the surface elevation shows a propagating wave, the fluid particles are in an orbital motion.
Within the linear wave theory, these are circles in deep water, and becoming smaller near the bottom. So
while the wave propagates, the fluid particles just orbit (oscillate) around their average position.
In a similar fashion, there is also a pressure oscillation underneath the free surface, with wave-induced
pressure oscillations reducing with depth below the free surface – in the same way as for the orbital
motion of fluid parcels.

Figure 4

Wave orbital motions and velocities.

3.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Waveparameters.xls consists of six spreadsheets:







Overview
Sheet 1: Wave length
Sheet 2: Wave orbital velocities
Sheet 3: Mass flux velocities
Sheet 4: Water pressure under waves
Sheet 5: Wave asymmetry
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Sheet 1: Wave length
The wave length without the currents can be calculated using the function given by Nielsen (1984) which is
accurate to 1% for kh < 3:
kh = y0.5 [1 + 0.166y + 0.031y2]
A more accurate function is given by Hunt (1979) which is accurate to 0.1% for kh < :
y
(kh)2= y2 +

______________________________________________________________________________________

1 + 0.666y + 0.355y2 + 0.16y3 + 0.0632y4 + 0.0218y5 + 0.00654y6
where:
y
h
T
k
ω
g
L
Lo

= (ω2h)/g = (4π2h)/(gT2) = 4.02 h/T2,
= water depth (m),
= wave period (s),
= 2/L,
= 2/T,
= 9.81 m/s2,
= wave length,
= T2g/(2 π)  1.56 T2 = wave length in deep water.

In the presence of a current, the wave length L’ can be determined from the dispersion equation which is
now valid with respect to the moving system, giving:
[L’/T –

v R cos]2 = [gL’/(2)] tanh(2h/L’)

in which:
v R = magnitude (absolute) of depth-averaged velocity vector,

= angle between current direction and wave propagation direction (= 0 for following current, 
= 180 for opposing current,  = 90 for current normal to waves),
c' = wave propagation velocity (absolute) in the presence of a current,
T
= absolute wave period (ω = 2π/T),
cr = wave propagation velocity relative to current (=c’ – v R cos),
Tr = wave period relative to current (ωr = 2π/Tr),
L’ = wave length in the presence of a current,
k' = wave number in the presence of a current (= 2π/L’).
The relative wave period is given by:
T
___________________________
Tr =
1– [( v R cos)/L’] T
The wave length can only be determined by iteration (vary cell B10 until the cells D10 and E10 are equal).
Sheet 2: Wave orbital velocities
The horizontal (U) and vertical (W) fluid velocities are given by:
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 H cosh  k  z  h  
cos(t – kx)

U

2 sinh  kh 

ˆ (t – kx)
U  Ucos
W

 H sinh  k  z  h  
sin(t – kx)
2 sinh  kh 

W  Wˆ sin(  kx)
in which:

U
W
H
ω
k
L
h
x
z
t

= instantaneous horizontal fluid velocity at depth z below surface, at distance x and at time t,
= instantaneous vertical fluid velocity at depth z below surface, at distance x and at time t,
= wave height,
= 2π/T = angular frequency,
= 2π/L = wave number,
= wave length,
= water depth to still water surface,
= horizontal coordinate,
= vertical coordinate positive upwards from water surface z = 0,
= time.

The horizontal and vertical displacements are given by:

H cosh[k(z  h)]
ˆ
sin(t  kx)  Asin(
t  kx)
2sinh(kh)
H sinh[k(z  h)]
B
cos(t  kx)  Bˆ cos(t  kx)
2sinh(kh)
A

in which:
A
= horizontal fluid particle displacement at depth z below the water surface, at distance x and at time t
B
= vertical fluid particle displacement at depth z below the water surface, at distance x and at time t
Sheet 3: Mass flux velocities
The Stokes mass flux (drift) in an unbounded domain is given by:

1
cosh[2 k(z h)]
U s , z   kH 2
8
[sinh(kh)]2
in which:
Ūs,z = Stokes drift velocity (ratio of net horizontal displacement and wave period),
ω
= 2/T = wave frequency,
k
= 2/L = wave number,
z
= vertical coordinate (positive upward from mean water level),
h
= water depth.
The Stokes mass flux (drift) in a bounded domain near the coast is given by:
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U s,z 

kH 2 [cosh(2 k(z h))  (2 kh)1 sinh(2kh)]
8[sinh(kh)]2

with: z= vertical coordinate (positive upward) with respect to mean water level.
Assuming zero mass flux over the full water depth (M = 0), Longuet-Higgins (1953) derived:

U m ( z)  U e ( z)  U s ( z) 

 kH 2
8[sinh(kh)]2

F ( z / h)





F  z / h   1.5  cosh 2k  z  h    0.5kh  sinh  2kh   3z 2 / h 2 +4 z / h  1 
1.5  2kh  sinh  2kh   1.5  z 2 / h 2  1


1

with: z= vertical coordinate to mean water level surface (positive upward).

Depth below surface (m)

0
-1
-2
-3
-4

Stokes drift (bounded domain)

-5

Longuet-Higgins streaming

-6
-7
-8
-9
-10
-0,1

-0,05

0

0,05

0,1

0,15

0,2

0,25

Drift velocity (m/s)
Figure 5
Example of Stokes drift and Longuet-Higgins streaming over depth. Negative values
are seaward directed and positive values landward.

Sheet 4: Water pressure under waves
The pressure field under a progressive short wave is non-hydrostatic and given by:

P    gz  0.5 gH
with:
z
H

cosh[k(z h)]
cos(t  kx)
cosh[kh]

= vertical coordinate (positive vertical upward),
= wave height.

The first term on the right hand side is the hydrostatic pressure and the second term is the dynamic pressure
causing the fluid particle accelerations.
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Figure 6

Dynamic and static pressure under wave troughs and crests.

Sheet 5: Wave asymmetry
Method of Abreu-Ruessink:
The orbital velocities near the bottom are described by (Abreu et al. 2010):

sin(t )  {r 1  f  }sin 
U t  Uˆ w f
1  r cos(t   )
–1

with:
r = coefficient,
f = (1 – r2)0.5,
 = phase angle,

Û w = 0.5 [ Û on  +  Û off]

The r-coefficient varies in the range –1 < r < 1. The -value varies in the range –90o <  < 0o for realistic
asymmetric with larger onshore velocities. Using  = 0o:

U t  Uˆ w f

sin(t )
1  r cos(t )

This represents an asymmetric velocity signal with a peak onshore velocity equal to the peak offshore
velocity (bore-type wave).
Based on measured field data of near-bed velocities, Ruessink et al. (2011) has proposed expressions for
the r,  and Û w parameters as function of the Ursell number (UR), as follows:
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r  tanh 0.9305{0.8507 / 1  exp  –1.586 – 3.367 log UR   }


o
o
0.672
  –  90 / 360  2 tanh 0.815 / UR  

  –90o tanh 0.815 / UR 0.672  
Uˆ w   H1/3 / T sinh  kh 
with:
UR
HMo
K
H

= 0.75(0.5HMo) k (kh)–3 = 0.375 HMo k (kh)–3
= wave height based on wave spectrum, H Mo= 1.41 Hrms, HMo  H1/3,
= 2/L= wave number,
= water depth.

The Û w-parameter can be computed by using Hrms or H1/3. If Hrms is used, the rms value of peak orbital
velocities of all individual waves of the wave train are considered. If H 1/3 is used, the mean of the highest
33% of the waves are considered only.
Almost perfect sinusoidal waves are present for Ursell numbers smaller than Ur<0.01. Skewed waves are
present for 0.01<Ur<0.1. Skewed and asymmetric waves (bore type waves) are present for U r>0.1. The
phase angle  is –90o for sinusoidal waves and goes to about –15o for very asymmetric waves.
Method of Isobe - Horikawa
The method of Isobe and Horikawa (1982) is a parameterization of fifth-order Stokes wave theory and
third-order cnoidal wave theory which can be used over a wide range of wave conditions.
The expressions are:

Uˆ w,on  Uˆ w,max [0.5  (rmax – 0.5) tanh{(ra – 0.5) / (rmax – 0.5)}]
Uˆ w,off  Uˆ w,max  Uˆ w,on
Uˆ w,max  2rUˆ w
with:
r
A1
T1
ra
rmax
U1

Û w
H1/3
L
Tp
H
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= –0.4(Hs/h)+1,
= –0.0049(T1)2–0.069T1+0.2911,
= Tp(g/h)0.5,
= –5.25–6.1tanh(A1U1–1.76); ra=0.5 if ra<0.5,
= –2.5(h/L)+0.85; rmax=0.75 if rmax>0.75 and rmax=0.62 if rmax<0.62,
= Û w,max/(gh)0.5,
= H1/3 /(Tp sinh(kh))= peak orbital velocity near bed based on linear theory (with H 1/3 and Tp),
= (Hs) significant wave height;
= wave length;
= peak wave period;
= water depth.
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The Û w-parameter can be computed by using Hrms or H1/3. If Hrms is used, the rms value of peak orbital
velocities of all individual waves are considered.
The orbital velocities of the skewed wave can be computed by using two sine-waves, as follows:
Uw,on = + Û w,on sin[{2/(2Ton)} t]

for

0 < t < Ton

Uw,off = – Û w,off sin[{2/(2Toff)} (t–Ton)]

for

Ton < t < Toff

The duration of onshore and offshore phases of wave cycle can be determined from:
Ton = duration of onshore phase of wave cycle = [ Û w,off/( Û w,on+ Û w,off)] T
Toff = duration of offshore phase of wave cycle = [ Û w,on/( Û w,on+ Û w,off)] T
As both the onshore and offshore wave cycles are represented by sinusoidal functions, the asymmetry
effects (saw-tooth waves) cannot be represented.
Second order Stokes
The water surface elevation η according to second order wave theory is given by:

H
k H 2 [cosh(kh)][2  cosh(2kh)]
  cos[(t – kx)] 
cos[2(t  kx)]
2
4 4
sinh 3[kh]
  ˆ1 cos[(t  kx)]  ˆ2 cos[2(t  kx)]  ˆ cos[(t  kx)]  ˆ cos[2(t  kx)]
with:

η̂

= 0.5 H,



= (k/4) (H/2) [cosh(kh)][2+cosh(2kh)]/ sinh3[kh].

The crest value in shallow water (h/L<0.1) is: crest/H  0.5 [1+12.1H/L].
The trough value in shallow water (h/L<0.1) is: trough/H  0.5 [1–12.1H/L].
The orbital velocities are given by:

U  Uˆ1cos[(wt – kx)]  Uˆ 2cos[2(wt – kx)]
The peak orbital velocities near the bed under the wave crest and trough are given by:

Uˆ  crest  Uˆ1  Uˆ 2 

3 kH 2
2sinh[kh] 16sinh 4 [kh]

Uˆ  trough  Uˆ1  Uˆ 2 

H



H

3 kH 2

2sinh[kh] 16sinh 4 [kh]

The second order component is about 10% to 20% of the first order component.
The method of second order Stokes is only valid for relatively small waves compared to the water depth
(H/h> 0.2).
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3.3 Example
Given:





Water depth is 10 m
Wave period is 10 s
Wave height is 3 m
Other input data, see Table 5.

Questions:






What is the wave length?
What is the vertical and horizontal fluid velocity at the bed?
Calculate the drift velocity at the bed, for both Stokes drift and Longuet-Higgins streaming.
Calculate the total wave pressure at the bed, differentiate between the wave trough and crest.
Now closer to the shore, at a water depth of 2 m, wave height decreased to 1 m and wave period to
7 s. Show how orbital velocities change due to wave asymmetry for the method of Abreu et al
(2010), Isobe-Horikawa and Second order Stokes.

Results:


Output data see spreadsheet Waveparameters.xls and Table 6.

Table 5

Input data Waveparameters.xls

Parameters

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

Wave height

2,3 – B9
4 – B8
1 – B7
2,3 – B8
4 – B9
1 – B8
2,3,4 – B7
1 – B9
1 – B10

3

m

10

s

10

m

1
60

m/s
Degree

Wave period

Water depth
Current velocity
Angle between wave direction and current
Table 6

Output data Waveparameters.xls

Parameters

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

Wave length (Hunt)
Wave length (Nielsen)
horizontal fluid velocity at depth z below surface
vertical fluid velocity at depth z below surface
Stokes drift velocity
Longuet-Higgens drift velocity
Total wave pressure under the trough
Total wave pressure under the crest
Velocities due to wave asymmetry

1 – B31
1 – I31
2 – B32
2 – C32
3 – D40
3 – K40
4 – D44
4 – I44
5

92,37
92.42
1.287
0
-0.03 (seaward)
0.22 (landward)
112095.5
87904.5
Graphs shown
speadsheet

m
m
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
N/m2
N/m2
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Photo credit: Alessio Giardino

4 Sediment parameters.xls
Calculation of typical sediment characteristics
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4.1 Introduction
The tool Sedimentparameters.xls can be used to compute the following parameters






grain size;
fall velocity of sand particles;
settling velocity of mud flocs;
initiation of motion and suspension;
bulk density of bed materials.

4.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Sedimentparameters.xls consists of four spreadsheets:








Overview
Sheet 1: grain size
Sheet 2: fall velocity of sand particles
Sheet 3: settling velocity of mud flocs
Sheet 4: initiation of motion
Sheet 5: initiation of suspension
Sheet 6: bulk density of bed materials

Sheet 1: Grain size
Conversion of ϕ-scale to particle diameter d:
d50 = 2-ϕ
with:
d50

= median sediment diameter (mm).

Sheet 2: Fall velocity of sand particles
The fall velocity is given by:

with:
ws
d50
s

s

g

30 

ws,stokes = (s-1) g d502/(18 )

for silt

ws = 10 [/d50] [{1 + 0.01(s-1)gd503/2}0.5 - 1]

for sand d50 >0.000062 m and < 0.002 m

= fall velocity (m/s),
= median sediment size (m)
= s/ = relative density,
= fluid density (kg/m3),
= sediment density (kg/m3),
= kinematic viscosity coefficient (m2/s),
= acceleration of gravity (m/s2).

d50 >0.000032 m and < 0.000062 m
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Sheet 3: Settling velocity of mud flocs
The settling velocity is given by:
ws = fhinder ffloc ws,stokes
with:
fhinder
cgel
dsand
ffloc
cbed

c
dfloc

for mud d50 >0.000016 and <0.000032 m

= (1 - c/cgel)5 = hindered settling effect (-),
= 0.6 (d50/dsand) s = gelling concentration (kg/m3),
= 0.000062 m,
= [4+log(c/cbed)] = flocculation effect; minimum value ffloc = 1,
= concentration of top layer of mud bed,
= dsand/d50 – 1 = exponent (  0),
= mud concentration of suspension,
= (ffloc)0.5 d50 = size of mud flocs (m).

Sheet 4: Initiation of motion
The critical bed-shear stress for initiation of sediment is:
b,cr

= [dsand/d50] [cr,shields (s - ) g d50]

for d50 < 0.000062 m

b,cr

= [cr,shields (s - ) g d50] klateral slope klongitudinal slope (1+ pmud/100)3

for d50> 0.000062 m

Ucritical

= C [b,cr,shields /(g)]0.5 = 5.75 [log(12h/(6d50))] [b,cr,shields /(g)]0.5

cr,shields

= 0.3/(1+1.2D*) + 0.055 exp(1-0.02D*)

klateral slope

= cos [1 – (tan)2/(tan)2]

klongitudinal slope

= sin(-)/sin (2.4f)

with:
pmud
dsand
D*

s




b
U
C
d90

= percentage of mud (%),
= 0.000062 m,
= d50 [(s-1) g/2]1/3 = diemsionless sediemtn size (-),
= kinematic viscosity coefficient (m2/s),
= s/ = relative density,
= lateral slope angle (degree),
= longitudinal slope angle (degree; - upsloping and + downsloping),
= angle of repose (degree),
= b,cr/[(s-)gd50],
=  g U2/C2= bed-shear stress (N/m2),
= depth-averaged velocity (m/s),
= 5.75 g0.5 log(12h/(3D90)) = Chézy-coefficient (m0.5/s),
= 2d50.
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Sheet 5: Initiation of suspension
The critical bed-shear stress for initiation of suspended sediment is:
b,cr,sus
= [cr,sus (s - ) g d50]
for d50 > 0.000062 m
cr,sus

= 0.3/(1+D*) + 0.1 exp(1-0.05D*)

Ucritical, sus

= 5.75 [log(12h/(6d50))] [cr,sus (s-1) g d50]0.5

Ucritical, sus

= 2.8 [h/D50]0.1 [(s-1) g D50]0.5

with:
D*

b
U
C
s
d90

approximation formula (10% accurate)

= d50 [(s-1) g/2]1/3 = dinensionless sediment size (-),
= b/[(s-)gd50] = Shields parameter (-),
=  g U2/C2= bed-shear stress (N/m2),
= depth-averaged velocity (m/s),
= 5.75 g0.5 log(12h/(3D90))= Chézy-coefficient (m0.5/s),
= s/ = relative density,
= 2d50.

Using the above equations, the critical bed-shear stress and depth-averaged velocity for initiation of
motion of the bed particles for a horizontal bed (only sand) are repeated in columns C29-C61 tot G29-G61.

Median sediment size d50 (m)

Figure 7 shows an example plot for the critical depth-averaged velocity for initiation of motion; particles
in the range of 0.1 to 2 mm and water depth of 1, 5 10 and 20 m. A similar graph from Van Rijn 1993 is
also shown.
0.002
0.0018
0.0016
0.0014
0.0012
0.001
0.0008
Water depth h= 1 m

0.0006

Water depth h= 5 m

0.0004

Water depth h= 10 m
Water depth h= 20 m

0.0002

Approximate: Water depth h= 5 m

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Critical velocity for suspension Ucr,sus (m/s)

Figure 7: Critical depth-averaged velocity for initiation of suspension
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Sheet 6: bulk density of bed materials
The dry bulk density is given by:
dry,bulk

= 415 (pmud/100) + 1120 (psilt/100) + 1550 (Psand/100)

wet,bulk

=  + [(s -)/s] dry,bulk

Porosity factor = (s - dry,bulk)/s
with:
pmud
= percentage clay (%),
psilt
= percentage clay (%),
psand
= percentage clay (%),

= fluid density (kg/m3),
s
= sediment density (kg/m3),
(pmud+psilt+psand) =100%.
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5 Beach nourishment.xls
Calculating the lifetime of a beach nourishment
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5.1 Introduction
Beach nourishment or beach fill is the mechanical placement of sand on the beach to advance the
shoreline or to maintain the volume of sand in the littoral system. It is a soft protective and remedial
measure that leaves a beach in a natural state and preserves its recreational value. The method is
relatively cheap if the borrow area is not too far away (<10 km). Nourished beaches need regular
maintenance (replenishment) of sand; otherwise the beach nourishment will gradually disappear due to
erosion. In the tool Beachnourishment.xls the time it takes for a beach nourishment to disappear due to
erosion can be calculated. This tutorial provides a description of the used formulas and an example for the
tool.
The erosion of the beach nourishment/fill is caused by longshore and cross-shore transport gradients, and
can be computed using numerical models or roughly estimated using formulas. The latter is used in the
Beachnourishment.xls tool.

5.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Beachnourishment.xls consists of two spreadsheets:



Overview
Sheet 1: Beach nourishment

In practice, a beach fill is placed as a triangular layer on top of the original beach. The fill volume per unit
length of beach is in the order of 100 - 300 m3/m for exposed beaches. Usually, the beach fill layer has a
thickness of the order of 0.5 m near the dune front increasing to about 3 m at the -1 m depth line and then
decreasing to about 0 m at the -3 m depth line, as shown in Figure 8. The beach fill is schematized into a
rectangular (box-type) cross-section with the same area as the beach fill layer, see Figure 8. This results in
a schematized box seaward of the original coastline with a height of about 6 m and a width of 30 to 50 m.
In plain view, a beach fill has a trapezoidal shape.
T50% is the time period after which 50% of the original beach fill volume is eroded, and has a longshore
and cross-shore component. The lifetimes T50% and T75% (in years) due to longshore transport gradients
can be roughly represented by the expression:

T50%,long  5(1  L )  tan  ref tan  

0.4

Q

s , ref

Qs Y Yref 

0.5

T75%,long  2  T50%,long
with:
Qs
Qs,ref
tanβ
tanβref
Y
Yref
γL

= net longshore transport (m3/year) with lower limit of 20,000 m3/year;
= reference value of longshore transport (= 200,000 m3/year);
= tangent of beach slope between +3 and – 3 m depth to MSL (-);
= reference value of beach slope (= 0.025 for a slope of 1 of 40);
= cross-shore extension (m);
= reference value of cross-shore extension (= 30 m).
= safety factor for longshore erosion.
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Coastline

Dune

+3 m above MSL

Beach

Beach fill

MSL

3m

-3 m below MSL

Coastline

Dune

+3 m above MSL
Beach

Beach
fill

MSL

-3 m below MSL

30 to 50 m

Figure 8
(lower).

Schematization of triangular beach fill layer (upper) into a rectangular beach fill

The (lower) beach below the high tide line will be transformed into a more natural profile with nearshore
bars due to cross-shore transport processes, particularly during stormy conditions. To determine the
erosion losses of beach fills due to cross-shore transport processes, the erosion volume per unit length can
be approximated by:

Ve  25  tan  tan ref 

0.4

d

50, ref

d50  H s ,br ,annual H s ,br ,annual ,ref



The lifetimes T50% and T75% (in years) due to cross-shore transport gradients are in the range between 1
and 5 years and can be roughly represented by the expression:

T50%,cross  (1  C ) V fill Ve
T75%,cross  2  T50%,cross
with:
Ve
Vfill
d50
36 

= erosion volume per unit length due to cross-shore effects (m3/m);
= available fill volume per unit length (m3/m);
= median sediment size (m);
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d50,ref
tanβ
tanβref
Hs,br,annual
Hs,br,annual,ref
γC

= reference value of median sediment size (= 0.0002 m);
= tangent of beach slope between +3 and – 3 m depth to MSL (-);
= reference value of beach slope (= 0.025 for a slope of 1 of 40);
= annual mean significant wave height at breakerline (m); see Tool LITTORAL.xls;
= reference value of annual mean significant wave height at breakerline (= 0.6 m);
= safety factor for cross-shore erosion.

The lifetimes T50% and T75% (in years) due to both effects can be roughly approximated by:

T50%  (1 T50%,long )  (1 T50%,cross ) 
T75%  2  T50%

1

A couple of practical values for the parameters are listed below:






Hs,br,annual is in the range of 0.5 m (sheltered coast) to 1.5 m(very exposed coast).
hbr,annual is in the range of 1 m (sheltered coast) to 3 m (very exposed coast)
Qs is in the range of 20,000 m3/year (sheltered coast) to 500,000 m3/year (very exposed coast)
Safety factor = 1.1 for d50/d10 <2 (uniform sediment);
Safety factor = 1.2 for d50/d10= 2 to 3 and 1.4 for d50/d10>4 (large fraction of fines).

5.3 Example
Given:



Exposed coastal site with parameters of Table 7;
The input parameters Hs,br,annual, hbr,annual and Qs can be estimated based on available knowledge or
these parameters can be computed by the tool Littoral.xls, if the offshore wave climate is known.

Question:


What are the lifetimes (T50% and T75%) and beach fill volumes?

Results:
The total fill volume is computed as the fill length times the fill volume per unit length (V fill = Afill Lfill), see
Table 8. The resulting lifetimes (T50% and T75%) for a range of fill volumes are shown in Figure 9.
A lifetime T75% of 5 years can be obtained for a total fill volume of 500.000 m3 with a length of 2000 m or
250 m3/m (per unit length). The lifetime curve is weakly non-linear for a constant fill length of 2000 m. A
fill volume of 250,000 m3 has a lifetime of 2.8 years, but a fill volume of 500.000 m3 only has lifetime of
4,9 years. Thus, increasing the fill volume by a factor of 2 yields an increase of the lifetime by a factor of
1,75 (for a constant fill length). This is caused by the increase of the cross-shore length scale for a larger
fill volume (alongshore length is constant), yielding a larger disturbance to the longshore flow and
transport processes and thus more erosion.
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Table 7 Input data Beachnourishment.xls

Parameters

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

Beach fill length (Lfill)
Maximum height of beach fill above MSL (Mean Sea Level)
Annual significant wave height at breaker line (exposed beach),
(Hs,br,annual)
Annual water depth below MSL at breaker line (hbr,annual)
Annual net longshore sand transport (Qs)
Sediment sizes (d50 and d10)

B7
B8
B9

2000
3
1.5

m
m
m

B11
B10
B12
B13
B14
B15

3
200,000
0.00025
0.0001
0.025
1

m
m3/year
m
m
(-)
(-)

B16
B17
A32-46

1
1.2
40 to 400

(-)
(-)
m3/m

Beach slope between +3 and -3 m to MSL (tan )
Reduction factor if fill is enclosed between groins (=1 for no
groins)
Safety factor longshore erosion
Safety factor for cross-shore erosion
Fill volume per unit length of coast (Afill)
Table 8 Output data Beachnourishment.xls

Parameters

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

The total fill volume
T50%
T75%

C32-46
F32-46
G32-46

80.000 – 800.000
0.52 – 3.52
1.04 – 7.04

m3
years
years

8,000
Lifetime (years)

7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
Lifetime after which 75% of the original fill volume is lost (T75%)

1,000

Lifetime after which 50% of the original fill volume is lost (T50%)

,000
0

Figure 9
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Photo credit: Alessio Giardino

6 Armour.xls
Calculating armour sizes for seadikes, revetments, breakwaters and toe
protections
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6.1 Introduction
The most common coastal structures, made of rock, are (see also Figure 10):





Seawalls; almost vertical or steep-sloped impermeable structures at the landward end of beaches
or at locations where beaches and dunes are absent;
Seadikes; mild-sloped, impermeable structures at locations without beaches and dunes;
Shore revetments; mild-sloped structures to protect the high water zone of dunes/boulevards;
Shore-attached and shore-detached breakwaters/groins; structures to reduce wave
heights/currents;
o high-crested breakwaters;
o low-crested, emerged breakwaters with crest above still water level (groins);
o low-crested, submerged breakwaters with crest below still water level (reefs).

Figure 10

Coastal structures

Seawalls, seadikes and revetments generally have an almost impermeable outer layer consisting of closely
fitted rocks or concrete blocks (sometimes asphalt layers) on filter layers and a core body of sand and/or
clay. Breakwaters and groins are permeable structures (open outer layer).
The geometrical dimensions (shape, cross-section, materials, etc.) of a coastal structure depend on:
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Location (backshore, nearshore, offshore) and type of structure;
Functional requirements;
o flood protection (seawall, seadike; high crest levels are required),
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o
o
o

wave reduction (berm breakwater) and/or
sufficient),
dune/shore protection (revetment),
beach fill protection (terminal groins).

flow protection (groin; low crest level is

Geometrical definitions are (see also Figure 11):



Crest height (Rc) = distance between the still water level and the crestpoint where overtopping
water cannot flow back to the sea through the permeable armour layer (= freeboard).
Armour slope = slope of the outer armour layer between the run-up level above SWL and a
distance equal to 1.5 Hi below SWL.

Figure 11

Terminology coastal structures

6.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Armour.xls consists of four spreadsheets:






Overview
Sheet 1: Seadikes and revetments
Sheet 2: High-crested, low-crested and submerged breakwaters
Sheet 3: Toe and bed protections
Sheet 4: Formulas Van der Meer-Van Gent

Wave height parameters
The stable design of a coastal structure requires determination of various hydrodynamic parameters at the
toe of the structure:







Wave height, length, period (annual wave climate, extreme wave climates);
Maximum water levels (including historic flood levels) due to tides and storm surges (setup);
Maximum predicted sea level rise;
Joint probability distribution of wave heights and water levels;
Tide-, wind, and wave-driven currents;
Subsidence.
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The wave conditions at the toe of the structure strongly depend on the water depth (including scour
depth) at the toe of the structure. The statistical wave parameters used (H33%, H10%, H5% or H2%) depend
on the flexibility (allowable damage) of the structure involved, see Table 9. Rigid structures such as
foundation piles should never fail and thus damage is not allowed. Thus, the highest possible wave height
should be used as the design wave height. Flexible structures such as (berm) breakwaters protecting
harbor basins and beach groins protecting beaches may have minor allowable damage during extreme
events. The design of flexible structures generally includes the acceptance of minor damage associated
with maintenance and overall economics of construction (availability of materials).
Most formulae to determine the stability of armour units are based on the significant wave height (H s or
H1/3) at the toe of the structure. This wave height is defined as the mean of the highest 1/3 of the waves in
a wave record of about 20 to 30 minutes.
Table 9 Design wave height

Type of structure

Damage allowed

Design wave height

Rigid

(foundation pile)

No damage

H5% to H1%

Semi-Rigid

(seawall, seadike)

Minimum damage

H10% to H5%

Flexible

(berm breakwater, groin)

Minor damage

H33% to H10%

H33% = H1/3 = Hs = average of 33% highest wave heights
H10% = 1.27 H1/3 = average of 10% highest wave heights
H5% = 1.37H1/3 = average of 5% highest wave heights
H1% = 1.76 H1/3 = average of 1% highest wave heights
(assuming Rayleigh wave height distribution)
In deep water where the wave heights approximately have a Rayleigh distribution, the significant wave
height Hs is about equal to the spectral wave height H mo = 4(mo)0.5 with mo= area of wave energy density
spectrum. In shallow water with breaking waves, the significant wave H s is somewhat smaller than the
Hmo-value. Extreme wave heights can be represented by H10%, H5% and H2%.
Battjes and Groenendijk (2000) have presented a method to estimate the extreme wave heights in shallow
water. Based on their results, the ratio H1/3/H2% is about 0.8 in shallow water with breaking waves (H 1/3/h
≅ 0.6). Assuming Rayleigh distributed waves in deeper water (H 1/3/h < 0.3), it follows that H1/3/H2% ≅
0.7. Using these values, the ratio H1/3/H2% can be tentatively described by a linear function, as follows:
H1/3/H2% = 0.4(H1/3/h) + 0.58 yielding 0.7 for Hs/h ≤ 0.3 and 0.82 for Hs/h ≥ 0.6.
The wave period generally is represented by the peak wave period Tp of the wave spectrum (Tp= 1.1 to 1.2
Tmean). Wave run-up is most often based on the spectral wave period Tm-1,o (= m-1/mo), which better
represents the longer periods of the wave spectrum (in the case of relatively flat spectra of bi-modal
spectra). In the case of a single peaked wave spectrum, it follows that: Tp ≅ 1.1 Tm-1,o.
Wave steepness is the ratio of wave height and wave length. Low steepness waves (H/L ≅ 0.01) generally
are long-period swell-type waves; while high-steepness waves (H/L ≅ 0.04 to 0.06) are wind-induced
waves. Wind waves breaking on a mild sloping foreshore may also become low steepness waves.
Wave breaking strongly depends on the ratio of the slope of the bottom or structure and the wave
steepness. This ratio is known as the surf similarity parameter ξ:
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1.25Tm1,0 tan 
tan 

[H1/3 / L0 ]0.5
[H1/3 ]0.5

with:
α
H1/3
Lo
Tm-1,o

= slope angle of bottom or structure;
= significant wave height at toe of structure (or Hmo);
= [g/(2π)] [Tm-1,o ]2 = 1.56 (Tm-1,o)2 = deep water wave length;
= wave period (or Tp).

The above equation shows that the surf similarity parameter is linearly related to the wave period and
tanα and inversely related to the root of the wave height.
The type of wave breaking is:




Spilling breaking on gentle slopes for ξ < 0.2;
Plunging breaking with steep overhanging wave fronts 0.2 < ξ < 2.5;
Collapsing and surging breaking waves on very steep slopes ξ > 2.5.

Wave runup
Wave runup, defined as the runup height R above the still water level (Figure 12), occurs along all
structures with a sloping surface (see Figure 12); the runup level strongly depends on the type of structure
and the incident wave conditions. Wave transmission (Figure 12) is the generation of wave motion behind
the structure due to wave overtopping and wave penetration trough the (permeable) structure.
The wave runup depends on:




the incident wave characteristics,
the geometry of the structure (slope, crest height and width, slope of foreshore),
the type of structure (rubble mound or smooth-faced; permeable or impermeable).

When high waves approach a nearshore structure during a storm event, the majority of the wave energy is
dissipated across the surf zone by wave breaking. However, a portion of that energy is converted into
potential energy in the form of runup along the seaward surface of a sloping structure. Generally, the
vertical wave runup height above the still water level (SWL) is defined as the run-up level which is
exceeded by only 2% of the incident waves (R2%).
Runup is caused by two different processes:



maximum wave set-up (h’), which is the maximum time-averaged water level elevation at the
shoreline with respect to mean water level (MSL);
swash oscillations (st), which are the time-varying vertical fluctuations about the temporal mean
value (setup water level); the runup is approximately equal to R = h’ + 0.5H swash with Hswash =
2smax = swash height; smax= swash amplitude.
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Figure 12

Wave runup, wave overtopping and wave transmission

Various empirical formulae based on laboratory tests and field data, are available to estimate the wave
runup level. Because of the large number of variables involved, a complete theoretical description is not
possible. Often, additional laboratory tests for specific conditions and geometries are required to obtain
accurate results.
Van Gent (2001) has presented runup data for steep slope structures such as dikes with shallow
foreshores based on local incident wave parameters. Various types of foreshores were tested in a wave
basin: foreshore of 1 to 100 with a dike slope of 1 to 4; foreshore of 1 to 100 with a dike slope of 1 to 2.5
and foreshore of 1 to 250 with a dike slope of 1 to 2.5. The test program consisted of tests with single and
double-peaked wave energy spectra, represented by a train of approximately 1,000 waves. The water level
was varied to have different water depth values at the toe of the dike.
The experimental results for steep, smooth slope structures can be represented by:
R2%/Hs,toe = 2.3 γs γberm γBeta ζ 0.3 for 1 < ζ < 30
with:
ζ
s
Lo
Hs,toe
Tm-1
Tp
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= tanα/s0.5 = surf similarity parameter;
= Hs,toe/Lo = wave steepness;
= T2m-1 g/(2π) wave length in deep water;
= significant wave height at toe of the structure (or spectral wave height Hmo);
= wave period based on zeroth and first negative spectral moment of the incident waves at the
toe of the structure (= 0.9 Tp for single peaked spectrum);
= wave period of peak of spectrum;
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α
γberm
γBeta
γs

= slope angle of structure;
= berm factor;
= oblique wave factor;
= safety factor (about 1.2 to use upper envelope of data).

The run-up level R2% varies roughly from 1Hs,toe to 5Hs,toe depending on the value of the surf similarity
parameter. The influence of the wave energy spectrum can be accounted for by using the spectral wave
period Tm-1 of the incident waves at the toe of the structure.
During storm conditions with a significant offshore wave height of about 6 m (peak period of 11 s), the
significant wave height at the toe of a structure may be about 2 m resulting in a ζo-value of 2 to 3 and thus
R/Hs,toe ≅ 2.5 to 3 and R ≅ 5 to 6 m above the mean water level. The runup values along rough rock-type
slopes are significantly smaller due to friction and infiltration processes.
Based on the EUROTOP Manual 2007, the wave runup for smooth and rough slopes is described by:
R2%/Hs,toe = γs C1 γr γberm γbeta ζ

for ζ < 1.7

R2%/Hs,toe = γs γr γberm γbeta (C2 - C3/ζ0.5) for ζ > 1.7
with:
γr
γberm
γbeta
γs

= roughness factor, γr = 1 for smooth slope;
= berm factor;
= oblique wave;
= safety factor (about 1.1 to 1.2 to use upper enveloppe of data).

C1=1.65 (σc1 ≅ 0.1), C2=4.0 (σc2 ≅ 0.2), C3= 1.5 (σc3 ≅ 0); the standard deviations can be used for
probabilistic design approach; γs = 1.2 for deterministic design approach and γs =1.2 for probabilistic
design approach.
Using a deterministic design method, the model coefficients C1, C2 and C3 should be somewhat larger to
include a safety margin (upper envelop of experimental range). This can be represented by using a safety
factor equal to 1.2. Using a safety factor of 1.5, a very conservative estimate is obtained.
Using a probabilistic design method, each input parameter is represented by a mean value and a standard
deviation; the coefficients of the functional relationships involved are also represented by a mean value
and standard deviation. Many computations (minimum 10) are made using arbitrary selections (drawings
based on a random number generator) from all variables (Monte Carlo Simulations). The mean and
standard deviation are computed from the results of all computations.
Wave overtopping
Wave overtopping occurs at structures with a relatively low crest; the overtopping rate strongly depends
on the type of structure, the crest level and the incident wave conditions. Wave overtopping does not
occur if the runup height R is smaller than the crest height Rc above still water level (R < Rc).
Based on the EUROTOP Manual 2007, the wave overtopping rate for smooth and rough impermeable
slopes can be described by:
qwo

= s  [A1/(tan)0.5] (g Hs,toe3)0.5 exp{(-A2 Rc/( berm r eta Hs,toe)} for  < 1.8
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qwo,max = s A3 (gHs,toe3)0.5 exp{( -A4 Rc/(r berm eta Hs,toe)}

for  > 1.8 and < 7

For very shallow foreshores ( > 7):
qwo
with:
qwo
Hs,toe

Rc

r
berm
eta
s
A

= s A5 (gHs,toe3)0.5 exp{(-A6 Rc/(r berm eta (0.33+0.022 ) Hs,toe)}

for  > 7

= time-averaged wave overtopping rate (in m3/m/s);
= incident significant wave height at toe;
= surf similarity parameter;
= crest height above SWL =freeboard;
= slope angle of structure;
= roughness factor, r = 1 for smooth slope;
= berm factor; berm = 1 for no berm;
= oblique wave factor; eta = 1 for waves perpendicular to structure;
= safety factor (about 1.1 to 1.2 to use upper envelope of data);
= coefficients, see Table 10.

Table 10

Coefficients

Coefficients

Probabilistic design method

Deterministic design method

A1

0.067; A1 = 0

0.067

A2

4.75;

A2 = 0.5

4.3

A3

0.2;

A3 = 0

0.2

A4

2.6;

A4 = 0.35

2.3

A5

0.12;

A5 = 0.03

0.2

A6

1;

A6 = 0.15

1.11

Wave transmission
When waves attack a structure, the wave energy will be either reflected from, dissipated on (through
breaking and friction) or transmitted through or over (wave overtopping) the structure. Generally, the
transmission coefficient KT is expressed as: KT = Hs,T/Hs,toe.
The available data can be represented by (Van der Meer 1998):
KT= 0.1s

for

Rc/Hs,toe  1.2

KT= 0.8s

for

Rc/Hs,toe  -1.2

KT= - 0.3s (Rc/Hs,toe) + 0.45

for -1.2 < Rc/Hs,toe < 1.2

with: s = safety factor (=1.2 to use the upper enveloppe of the data).
Stability equations
The stability of rocks and stones on a mild sloping bottom in a current with and without waves can be
described by the method of Shields (Shields’ curve 1936) for granular material. This method is also known
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as the critical shear stress method. A drawback of this method is that knowledge of the friction coefficients
is required which introduces additional uncertainty. Therefore, the stability of stones and rocks in coastal
seas is most often described by a stability number based on the wave height only. This method is known as
the critical wave height method.
Both methods are described hereafter.
Hudson equation
A classic formula for the stability of rocks/stones under breaking waves at a sloping surface is given by the
Hudson formula (Rock Manual, 2007), for waves perpendicular to the structure, which reads as:
r H3
W

_________________

KD  cotan()
with:
W
= weight of unit (= g M);
M
= mass of units of uniform size/mass, usually M50 for non-uniform rock units (kg/m3);
M50
= mass that separates 50% larger and 50% finer by mass for rock units;
Dn,50
= nominal diameter of rock unit= (M50/r)1/3 ,(m); Dn,50  0.8 -0.9 D50 for smaller stones (0.050.15 m);
H
= wave height used by Hudson ( 1.27 Hs, toe), (m);
Hs,toe = significant wave height at toe of structure (m);
KD
= stability coefficient based on laboratory test results (-);
r
= specific weight of rock (= g r)
r
= density of rock ( 2700 kg/m3 for rock and 2300 kg/m3 for concrete);
w
= density of seawater ( 1030 kg/m3);

= slope angle of structure with horizontal;

= relative mass density of rock= (r-w)/w;
g
= acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2).
The equation can be rearranged into:
Hs,toe
____________

 0.8 [(KD cotan()]1/3

 Dn,50
Hs,toe
__________

 Ncr

 Dn,50
Using a safety factor (s) and taking oblique waves (Beta) into account, it follows that:
Hs,toe
_________

 Ncr/(s Beta)

 Dn,50
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with: s = safety factor (>1) and Beta= obliqueness or wave angle factor (= 1 for perpendicular waves and <1
for oblique waves; see Van Gent 2014).
The rock/stone size is given by:
(s Beta) Hs,toe
Dn,50 

_______________

 Ncr
with: Ncr = 0.8 [(KD cotan()]1/3 = critical value (= stability number). Rocks/stones are stable if the
above equation is satisfied. For example: Hs,toe = 5 m, Ncr = 2, s = 1, Beta= 1 and  = 1.62, yields Dn,50 = 1.55
m.
The value Ncr is a function of many variables, as follows:
Ncr= F(type of unit, type of placement, slope angle, crest height, type of breaking waves,
wave steepness, wave spectrum, permeability of underlayers, acceptable damage)
and can only be determined with sufficient accuracy by using scale model tests of the armour units
including the geometry/layout of the whole structure. Many laboratory test results can be found in
literature. Generally, the Ncr-values are in the range of 1.5 to 3. This range of Ncr-values yields Dn,50-values
in the range of Dn,50 = 0.2 to 0.4Hs,toe.
The Ncr-value is found to increase (resulting in smaller diameter of the armour units) with:







decreasing wave steepness (s-0.1);
decreasing crest height (low-crested structure);
decreasing slope angle;
larger packing density (more friction between units);
higher permeability of the underlayer (less reflectivity of the structure);
more orderly placement (closely fitted).

Two types of stability can be distinguished:



statically stable: structures designed to survive extreme events with very minor damage;
dynamically stable: structures designed to survive extreme events with minor damage and
reshaping of the outer armour layer.

Damage and safety
An important parameter is the acceptable/allowable damage level in relation to the construction and
maintenance costs. If a larger damage level can be accepted, the value of N cr increases resulting in a
smaller rock size. This will reduce the construction costs, but it will increase the maintenance cost. The
value of Ncr may never be taken so large ( 4) that the armour units are close to failure during design
conditions.
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A safety factor (s) should be used to deal with the:




uncertainty of the input variables (boundary conditions);
uncertainty of the empirical relationships used (often a curve through a cloud of data points,
while the envelope of the data is a more safe curve);
type of structure (single or double armour layer).

The damage is described by various parameters, as follows (see Table 11 and Table 12):





Sd = Ae/(Dn,50)2 for rock units with Ae = area of displaced rocks/stones in cross-section of the
armour layer (including pores) above and below the design water level (see Figure 13); Sd = nondimensional parameter; sd is mostly used for reshaping slopes of rocks;
Nod = number of concrete units displaced over a width of 1 nominal diameter (D n,50) along the
longitudinal axis of the structure for concrete units (N od  Sd (1-p) with p=porosity  0.45);
N = percentage of damage (%) = Nod/n with n= number of total units between crest and toe over a
width of 1 nominal diameter.

L

Ae

Figure 13

Area of displaced stones/rocks

The total volume of displaced stones for a section with length L is (see Figure 13): Ve = AeL with Ae is area
of displaced stones of cross-shore armour slope. The volume of displaced stones also is equal to: V e = n
(Dn,50)3/(1-p) with n = number of displaced stones over section with length L, p = porosity ( 0.45). This
yields: Sd = Ae/(Dn,50)2 = n Dn,50/((1-p)L) = Nod/(1-p). The Nod parameter is: Nod = n(Dn,50/L)
Using Sd = 1, L= 100 m, p =0.45 and Dn,50 = 1 m, yields: n = 55 displaced units. Nod= 1x55/100 = 0.55 and
Nod = (1-p) Sd = 0.55.
Table 11

Damage Sd for rock and concrete armour slopes

Rock armour slope

Start of damage
Sd
Nod

Minor damage
Sd
Nod

Severe damage
Sd
Nod

Failure
Sd

1 to 1.5
1 to 2
1 to 3
1 to 4
1 to 6

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
3
3

4
5
8
10
10

8
8
12
17
17

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1
1
1

2
2

An example is shown in Table 12 for a breakwater with cubes (n = 20 units between toe and crest) and D n
= 1.85 m.
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Table 12

Damage example for concrete armour units

Damage in number of units over a length of L =
150 m along the axis of the structure

Damage Nod
(-)

Damage N
(%)

n150= 16 units

(Dn/150) x 16= 0.2

0.20/20 x 100% = 1 %

n150= 34 units

(Dn/150) x 34= 0.42

0.42/20 x 100% = 2.1%

n150= 73 units

(Dn/150) x 73= 0.9

0.90/20 x 100% = 4.5%

Any damage of an armour layer of single concrete units (one layer) is not acceptable, as it will lead to
exposure of the underlayer and rapidly progressing failure of other units. Therefore, the safety factor for
units in a single layer is relatively large (s = 1.3 to 1.5). Failure of a single layer of concrete units often is
defined as Nod= 0.2.
Minor damage (Nod 0.5 to 1) of a double layer of rock units is acceptable (see Table 11), as the failure of
an individual unit will not immediately lead to exposure of the underlayer. Generally, a double-layer
armour slope will not fail completely, but the slope will be reshaped into a more S-type profile because
units from higher up near the crest will be carried toward the toe during extreme events. The damage will
gradually increase with increasing wave height until failure. Therefore, the safety factor of a double layer
rock slope can be taken as: s= 1.1 to 1.3
Furthermore, it is noted that the safety factor for weight is higher than that for size: s,weight = (s,size)3.
Thus:

s,size= 1.1 means s,weight= 1.33
s,size= 1.3 means s,weight= 2.2
s,size= 1.5 means s,weight= 3.4

Stability equations for high-crested conventional breakwaters
A breakwater is high-crested, if Rc > 4 Dn,50 with Rc= crest height above still water level.
Typical features are:






relatively high crest with minor overtopping;
relatively steep slopes between 1 to 1.5 and 1 to 2.5;
permeable underlayers and core;
relatively high wave heights up to 3 m at the toe;
mostly used in the nearshore with depths (to MSL) up to 8 m.

Various types of armour units are used:
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randomly used rocks in two layers under water and above water;
orderly placed rocks in one or two layer above the low water level;
orderly placed concrete units in one and two layers (cubes and tetrapods);
concrete units placed in one layer with strict pattern (Accropodes, Core-Locs, Xblocs).
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Randomly placed rocks in double layer
Various formulae are available to determine the nominal diameter of rock armour units on the seaward
side of non-overtopped, high-crested breakwaters (Rock Manual 2007). The formuale should be valid for
shallow water, as rock-type breakwaters are mostly built in shallow water. In deep water rock-type
breakwaters are not very common; caisson-type breakwaters are more economical in deep water
conditions. Waves start breaking at a mild sloping foreland if H s > 0.3 h, with h= local water depth.
Thus, deep water with non-breaking waves can be crudely formulated as h > 3H s,toe. Using Hs,toe = 3 to 5
m, the water depth is 10 to 15 m. Rock-type breakwaters are not very attractive solutions for water depths
> 10 m. Herein, only two formulae based on many laboratory scale tests carried out in The Netherlands,
are explained:



Van Gent et al. 2003;
Van der Meer 1988.

Van Gent et al. (2003): the formula for randomly placed rocks (2 layers) on a slope in deep and shallow
water reads as:
Ncr = [1.75/(Beta s)] [cotan()]0.5 [1 + PG] [Sd/Nw0.5]0.2
with:
PG
Dn50,core
Dn50

Sd
Nw
s
Beta

= Dn50,core/Dn50 = permeability factor of structure (PG=0= impermeable; PG=1=fully
permeable);
= nominal diameter of core material (approximately 0.2 to 0.4 m);
= nominal diameter of armour layer (grading D85/D15< 2.5);
= slope angle of the structure (not foreland slope);
= damage = Ae/Dn502, Sd = 2 = minor damage (design value), Sd = 10 = failure;
= number of waves during a storm event (1000 to 3000 for storm event of 6 hours);
= safety factor for deterministic design method (= 1.1 for permeable structures and 1.3
for impermeable structures);
= 0.5 + 0.5(cos)2= reduction factor oblique waves;  = 0o for perpendicular waves.

Van der Meer (1988): the formula for randomly placed rocks (2 layers) on a slope in deep and shallow
water reads as:
Ncr = [Cplunging/(Beta s)] P0.18 -0.5 H [Sd/Nw0.5]0.2 for plunging waves <critical and cotan()4
Ncr = [Csurging/(Beta s)] P-0.13 P H [tan()]-0.5 [Sd/Nw0.5]0.2 for surging wave conditions >critical
critical = [(Cplunging/Csurging) P0.31 [tan()]0.5]R
with:
P

= permeability factor of structure (P = 0.1 for impermeable core; P = 0.4 for rocks on a
semi-permeable filter layer; P = 0.5 for permeable core; P = 0.6 for fully permeable structure with
uniform rock);
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Sd
Nw
R


Tmean
H
s
Beta

= damage = Ae/Dn502, Sd = 2 minor damage (design value), Sd =10 = failure;
= number of waves during a storm event (1000 to 3000 for storm event of 6 hours);
= 1/(P+0.5) = exponent;
= slope angle of the structure (not the foreland);
= tan/[(2/g)Hs,toe/T2mean]0.5 = surf similarity parameter based on the Tmean wave period;
= mean wave period at toe of the structure (  0.85 Tp for single peaked spectrum),
= Hs/H2% = ratio of wave heights at toe of breakwater (= 0.71 for deep water and 0.85 for shallow
water with breaking waves);
= safety factor for deterministic design method (= 1.1 to 1.3);
= 0.5 + 0.5(cos)2 = reduction factor for oblique waves;  = 0o for waves perpendicular and
Beta=1.

The original formula proposed by Van der Meer (1988) is most valid for conditions with non-breaking
waves in relatively deep water (h > 3Hs,toe). Only, few tests with wave breaking in shallow water were
carried out. The original coefficients are: Cplunging = 6.2, Csurging = 1 and H = 1 and the wave period is the
mean period Tmean.
Later it was proposed to use the H-factor (= 0.71 for a single peaked spectrum) resulting in: C plunging = 8.7
and Csurging = 1.4. As the H-factor is larger for shallow water ( 0.85), this results in a larger Ncr-value for
shallow water and thus a smaller rock size. The H-parameter can be simply represented as: H = 0.4(Hs/h)
+ 0.58 yielding H =0.7 for Hs/h 0.3 and H  0.82 for Hs/h= 0.6.
Recalibration of the coefficients using more test results (using Tm-1 instead of Tmean) including shallow
water conditions resulted in: Cplunging = 8.4 and Csurging = 1.3; these coefficients represent the trend line
through the data points. The Tm-1 period has been used because it better represents the longer wave
components of the wave spectrum. This is of importance for the surf zone where the spectrum may be
relatively wide (presence of waves with approximately the same height but different periods).
As the recalibrated coefficients are only slightly different, it can be concluded that the Van der Meer
formula is generally valid for relatively deep and shallow water. A safety factor should be applied to obtain
the envelope of the data points.
Orderly placed rocks in single layer
Nurmohamed et al. (2006) have studied the stability of orderly placed rocks (initial damage) in a single
layer. Based on the data of Nurmohamed et al. (2006), the mean trendline of N cr-values can be described
by:
Ncr = [4.8/(s Beta)] -0.8 for  < 3 (plunging breaking waves)
Ncr = [1.0/(s Beta)] 0.6 for   3 (surging waves)
with:  = surf similarity parameter and s= safety factor for deterministic design (= 1.5 for orderly placed
rocks in a single layer; = 1.1 for orderly placed rocks in a double layer).
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Stability equations for low-crested, emerged breakwaters and groins
A breakwater has a low crest if 0 < Rc  4 Dn,50 with Rc = crest height between crest and still water level (Rc
> 0 for emerged breakwaters and Rc < 0 for submerged breakwaters). The crest width is approximately 3
to 10Dn,50; wide-crested breakwaters (having a width equal to 0.5 the local wave length) are known as
reef-type breakwaters.
Typical features of low-crested, emerged breakwaters are:







shore-parallel (breakwaters) and shore-connected structures (groins);
relatively low crest above the design water level;
significant wave overtopping; relatively mild slopes between 1 to 2 and 1 to 3;
permeable underlayers and core;
wave heights between 2 and 4 m at the toe;
mostly used in the nearshore with depths (to MSL) up to 8 m.

Mostly, rock armour units are used:



randomly placed rocks in two layers under water;
orderly placed rocks in one or two layers above water.

Based experimental results, Van der Meer (1990) and Van der Meer and Daemen (1994) have proposed a
correction method to determine the stability of rock slopes of low-crested, emerged structures (0 <
Rc/Dn,50,front < 4). The correction factor can be applied to the stability formula of Van der Meer 1988 for
rock slopes of high-crested structures, as follows:
Ncr,lowcrested = cor Ncr,front, highcrested
cor = 1.25 - 4.8[Rc/Hs,toe ][s/(2)]0.5

and

cor  1 for 0 < Rc/Dn,50,front < 4

with: Ncr,front,highcrested = stability number, Rc = crest height (Rc > 0), s = Hs,toe/Lo= wave steepness, Lo = wave
length deep water. The PM-value is about 0.4.
The stability number Ncr of low-crested structures can be expressed as a correction to the stability number
of the front slope of a high-crested structure, as follows:
Ncr,lowcrested = cor Ncr,front,highcrested.
The correction factors can be roughly represented as:
Front slope:

Crest zone

Ncr,lowcrested = cor Ncr, front highcrested
Dn,50, lowcrested = (1/cor) Dn,50,front, highcrested
cor = 1
cor = 0.0035 (|Rc/Dn,50,front - 4|)2.6 + 1
cor = 3

for
Rc/Dn,50,front > 4
for -8 < Rc/Dn,50,front < 4
for
Rc/Dn,50,front <-8

Dn,50,crest = (1/cor) Dn,50,front, highcrested
cor = 0.5(Rc/Dn,50,front)
cor = 0.0035 (|Rc/Dn,50,front - 4|)2.6 + 1

for
Rc/Dn,50,front > 2
for -8 < Rc/Dn,50,front < 2
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Rear slope:

cor = 3

for

Dn,50,rear = (1/cor) Dn,50,front,highcrested
cor = 0.5(Rc/Dn,50,front)
cor = 1.5
cor = -0.4(Rc/Dn,50,front) + 1.5
cor = 3

for
Rc/Dn,50,front > 3
for 0 < Rc/Dn,50,front < 3
for -3 < Rc/Dn,50,front < 0
for
Rc/Dn,50,front <-3

Rc/Dn,50,front <-8

with: Ncr,front,highcrested = stability number for rocks.
Stability equations for submerged breakwaters
The formulae of Van Gent et al. 2003 and Van der Meer 1988 can also be used for submerged breakwaters
in combination with a correction factor.
Stability equations for toe protection of breakwaters
Typical features of toe protections are:



almost horizontal armour layer (randomly placed rocks/stones under water);
no underlayers (armour is placed on geotextile).

The toe structure of a breakwater provides support to the armour layer slope and protects the structure
against damage due to scour at the toe. Most often, the toe consists of randomly placed rocks/stones.
Usually, the width of the toe varies in the range of 3 to 10 D n,50 and the thickness of the toe varies in the
range of 2 to 5 Dn,50 depending on the conditions, see Figure 14. The maximum toe thickness used is of the
order of 2 to 2.5 m. The toe needs to be wider (about 3H s,toe) and thicker in strong scouring conditions.
The toe protection should be designed such that almost no damage occurs. Damage will on the long term
lead to undermining of the structure due to scouring processes. If the rock/stone size of the toe is the
same as the armour slope, then the toe generally is stable, but this is not a very economical solution. In
deeper water the rocks/stone size can be reduced as the wave forces are smaller.
A small ratio of htoe/h in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 means that the toe is relatively high above the bed in
shallow water. The toe may then be seen as a berm. In shallow water (h toe/h < 0.4) the slope of the
foreland also is important as it determines the type of breaking (Baart et al., 2010).
Some Ncr-values based on flume tests (h= water depth in front of toe, htoe= water depth above toe), are:
Ncr= 3.3
Ncr= 4.5
Ncr= 5.5
Ncr= 6.5
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for htoe/h = 0.5
for htoe/h = 0.6
for htoe/h = 0.7
for htoe/h = 0.8
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h

htoe

 toe= height of toe
Figure 14

Btoe= width of toe
Toe

Toe dimensions

Based on laboratory tests in a wave flume, Van der Meer (1998) has proposed:
Dn,50 = s [6.2(htoe/h)2.7 + 2] -1 Nod-0.15 Hs,toe
with:
Nod
s

for 0.4 < htoe/h < 0.9

= 0.5 to 1 = start of damage; Nod = 2 = severe damage and Nod = 4 = failure;
= safety factor (=1.5).

Based on many laboratory tests in a wave flume (non-overtopped rock slope of 1 to 2; permeable core;
foreland of 1 to 30; no severe wave breaking at foreland), Van Gent and Van der Werf (2014) have
proposed the following formula (Ncr-values in the range of 2 to 6):
Dn,50= (0.32 s) [Hs,toe/( Nod0.33)] (Btoe/Hs,toe)0.1 (toe/Hs,toe)0.33 [Umax/(g Hs,toe)0.5]0.33
with:
Btoe
toe
Nod
Umax
K
Lo
htoe
h
s

= width of toe;
= height of toe;
= damage (Nod = 0.5 for small toe width and Nod = 1 for large toe width);
=  Hs,toe/(Tm-1,0 sinh(khtoe/Lo)) = peak orbital velocity at toe based on deep water wave length;
= 2/L = wave number;
= wave length at deep water = (g/2) (Tm-1,0)2;
= water depth above toe;
= water depth in front of toe;
= safety factor (= 1.1 for double layer; 1.5 for single layer).

The equation is valid for htoe/h = 0.7 to 0.9 or toe/h = 0.1 to 0.3. The peak orbital velocity (U max) is based
on the deep water wave length (Lo) which leads to relatively large Umax-values in shallow water and hence
relatively large Dn,50-values for shallow depths.
Baart et al. (2010) have studied the stability of toe protections in very shallow water on a sloping bottom
(foreland). The Ncr-value is related to the surf similarity parameter and decreases with increasing -value.
The formula reads, as:
Ncr = (3/s) -0.5 (N%)0.33

for 0.3 <  < 0.9 and htoe/h < 0.4

(2.9.3)
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with:

S
foreland
Lo
N%
VT
N
p
s

= surf similarity parameter = tan(bottom)/s0.5; minimum value of  = 0.3 for relatively flat slopes;
= Hs.toe/Lo= wave steepness;
= slope angle of foreland in shallow water (between 1 to 10 and 1 to 50);
= wave length in deep water ((g/(2)) Tp2);
= 100 n (Dn,50)3/((1-p) VT) = damage as a percentage of the total volume of stones per unit
length of the structure (N% = 5 should be used as start of damage);
= total volume of stones per unit length of structure;
= number of stones displaced per unit length of structure;
= porosity factor;
= safety factor (= 1.3 to 1.5); should be relatively large to prevent failure at the toe.

Stability equations for rear side of breakwaters
The rock armour units on the rear side of a structure that can be overtopped by waves is exposed to the
downrush of the overtopping waves. The downrush velocities just below the crest can be relatively high in
the range of 3 to 5 m/s and the layer thickness of the flow of water is also relatively large. The velocity
decreases in downward direction due to friction and lateral spreading.
Van Gent and Pozueta (2004) have given a formula for the Dn,50 of the rear side rocks of high-crested
breakwaters, which reads as:
Dn,50 rear = 0.008 Beta (Sd/Nw0.5)-0.167 (U1% Tm-1,o/0.5) (tan rear)]0.417 [1 + 10 exp(-Rc,rear/Hs,toe)]0.167
U1% =1.7 (g r,crest/r,slope)0.5 (R-Rc)0.5 (1+0.1Btotal/Hs,toe)-1
with:
U1%
R
Rc
Rc,rear
Btotal
rear
Sd
Nw

r,slope
r,crest
beta

= maximum velocity at rear side of the crest due to wave overtopping;
= runup height above still water level (m);
= crest height above still water level (m);
= crest height above still water level at rear side (m);
= total crest width (m);
= slope angle of rear side (degrees);
= damage level parameter;
= number of waves;
= (rock-w)/w = relative density of rock;
= roughness factor of seaward slope (= 0.55 for rock slopes; = 1 for smooth, impermeable slope);
= roughness factor of crest (= 0.55 for rock crest; = 1 for smooth, impermeable crest),
= obliqueness or wave angle factor (see Van Gent, 2014).

Stability equations for seadikes and revetments
Typical features are:
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relatively mild slope of 1 to 4;
relatively high crest (almost no overtopping);
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relatively low wave heights at the toe (1.0 to 2.0 m);
impermeable underlayer.

Various types of armour units are used:







randomly placed rocks in two layers under water;
orderly placed rocks in one or two layers above water;
closely-fitted (pitched) rocks in one layer above water;
closely-fitted concrete units (Basalton) in one layer above water;
gabions (cage-type boxes filled with stones);
bituminous/asphalt layers.

The hydrodynamic loads exerted on a slope of a seadike consisting of a sloping armour layer and almost
impermeable underlayers, are:




wave impact forces;
water overpressure loads under the sloping armour layer due to wave forces;
friction forces along the slope due to water flow.

The stability of randomly placed rocks in two layers on a slope of a seadike or revetment with an
impermeable underlayer can be described by Equations (2.6.1) of Van Gent et al. (2003) and Equation
(2.6.2) of Van der Meer (1988).
Nurmohamed et al. (2006) have studied the stability of orderly placed rocks and closely fitted (pitched)
rocks in a single layer with sizes in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 m (grading D85/D15 in the range of 1.2 to 1.7).
Based on the work of Nurmohamed et al. (2006), the N cr-values can be described by:
Ncr = (4.8/s) -0.8

for  < 3 (plunging breaking waves)

Ncr = (1/s) 0.6

for   3 (surging waves)

with:  = surf similarity parameter and s= safety factor for deterministic design (= 1.5 for orderly placed
rocks in a single layer). Pitched rocks are somewhat more stable than orderly placed rocks.

6.3 Example 1
Given:









Low-crested breakwater in shallow water
Two water levels are considered: high water level (high tide) and low water level (low tide).
Emerged case: Hs,toe= 3 m; crest level= 0 m above mean sea level (MSL); Tide level= -2 m below
MSL.
Submerged case: Hs,toe= 4 m; crest level= 0 m above mean sea level (MSL); Tide level= +2 m
above MSL.
The return period = 25 years; the storm duration= 4 hours.
The waves generally are higher during high tide (larger water depth).
The input data and results based on the tool ARMOUR.xls (Sheet 2)
Water depth (to MSL) in front of structure= 8 m to MSL.
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Crest width of armour= 5 m; total crest width= 15 m; no berm
The significant wave height at the toe of the structure is given. In most cases, only the offshore
wave height is known. The tool WAVEMODELS.xls can be used to compute the wave height at the
toe of the structure.
Other input data, see Table 17

Questions:



The maximum size of randomly placed rocks in a double layer for the emerged and submerged
breakwater?
The size of orderly placed cubes in a single layer for the emerged and submerged breakwater?

Results:



The results show that the armour size is slightly larger for the submerged case
Output data see spreadsheet Armour.xls and Table 18

Table 13

Input data Armour.xls

Parameters

Sheet #
Cell #

Storm event
Emerged case

Storm event
Submerged
case

units

Density of seawater
Density of rock
Density of concrete
Kinematic viscosity coefficient
Crest width armour
Total crest width
Berm
Slope angle front
Slope angle rear
Roughness front slope
Permeability factor Van Gent
Permeability factor Van der Meer
Critical stability number concrete units
Safety factor runup
Safety factor wave overtopping
Safety factor wave transmission
Safety factor stone size double layer
Safety factor stone size single layer
Water depth in front of toe to MSL
Crest height to MSL
Maximum water level due to tide+surge to MSL
Flow velocity (parallel) at toe of structure
Significant wave height at toe of structure
Wave period
Wave angle at toe of structure
Damage parameter
Damage parameter

F47
F48
F49
F50
F52
F53
F54
F55
F56
F58
F60
F62
F64
F66
F67
F68
F69
F70
B82
C82
D82
E82
F82
G82
H82
I82
J82

1025
2650
2300
0.000001
5
15
0 (none)
0.5
0.5
0.45
0.3
0.4
3
1.2
1.5
1.2
1.1
1.5
8
0
-2
0
3
8 (9)
0
2
0.5

1025
2650
2300
0.000001
5
15
0 (none)
0.5
0.5
0.45
0.3
0.4
3
1.2
1.5
1.2
1.1
1.5
8
0
+2
0
4
10 (11)
0
2
0.5

kg/m
3
kg/m
3
kg/m
2
m /s
m
m
m
m
m
m/s
m
s
degree
-
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Number of waves
Table 14

K82

1800

1800

-

Sheet #
Cell #

Storm event
Emerged case

Storm event
Submerged
case

units

T82
U82
Y82,Z82
AI82
AL82
AY82
BA82
BG82
BN82
BT82
CS82,CU82
CX,CZ,DB82
CJ82
CD82

0.73
2.9
5.05
73 (21%)
0.9
1.16
3.8
1.17
1.34
0.98
0.75
0.58
1.15
1.17

0.78
3.1
5000 (100%)
2.9
1.21
3.8
1.19
1.45
1.07
0.79
0.63
1.18
1.22

m
l/m/s
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

Output data Armour.xls

Parameters

Ratio Hs/H2% (van der Meer)
Surf similarity parameter
Runup height
Wave overtopping rate
Transmitted wave height
Rock size front slope based on Van Gent
Critical surf similarity Van der Meer
Rock size front slope based on Van der Meer
Rock size orderly placed single front above LW
Rock size orderly placed double front above LW
Rock size rear slope
Rock size first underlayer front slope
Cubes randomly front slope in double layer
Cubes orderly front slope single layer above LW

H

R2%
q ow
H s,Tr
Dn,50
cr
Dn,50
Dn,50
Dn,50
Dn,50
Dn,50
Dn,50
D n,50

6.4 Example 2
Given:





Toe protection
Protection layer of stones a on sloping sea bottom of 1 to 25 (tan(bottom= 0.04)).
Case 1: only waves with Hs,toe= 3 m at toe of bed protection.
Case 2: waves Hs,toe = 3 m plus current of Uo=1 m/s (current normal to waves).

Other input data, see Table 15.
Questions:


What is the stone size of the bed protection layer?

Results:


Output data see spreadsheet Armour.xls and Table 16
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Table 15

Input data Armour.xls

Parameters

Sheet #
Cell #

Storm event
Emerged case

Storm event
Submerged
case

units

Density of seawater
Density of rock
Kinematic viscosity coefficient
Thickness of bed protection layer
Length of bed protection normal to waves
Critical Shields parameter
Tan of longitudinal bed slope
Tan of lateral (side) side bed slope
Tan of angle of repose
Safety factor
Maximum water level incl. tide and surge to MSL
Water depth at toe to MSL
Significant wave height
Wave period
Flow velocity
Damage parameter
Damage parameter

E21
E22
E23
G82
B82
E28
E30
E33
E35
E37
C46
B46
E46
F46
D46
G46
H46

1030
2700
0.000001
1
3
0.02
0.04
0
0.3
1.5
1
5
3
8 (9)
0
1
1

1030
2700
0.000001
1
3
0.02
0.04
0
0.3
1.5
1
5
3
8 (9)
1
1
1

kg/m
3
kg/m
2
m /s
m
m
m
m
m
s
m/s
-

Parameters

Sheet #
Cell #

Storm event
Emerged case

Storm event
Submerged
case

units

Delta parameter
Wave length at toe
Wave length deep water
Peak orbital velocity based on L
Rock size Van der Meer; Equation (2.9.1)
Rock size Van Gent; Equation (2.92.)
Rock size Baart; Equation (2.9.3) based on L
Rock size van Rijn

H22
M46
N46
P46
S46
Y46
V46
AG46

1.62
68
156
1.96
0.48
0.44
0.51
0.48

1.62
68
156
1.96
0.48
0.44
0.51
0.51

m
m
m/s
m
m
m
m

Table 16
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Output data Armour.xls
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Photo credit: Tjitte Nauta

7 Littoral.xls
Calculating the longshore transport and dune erosion
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7.1 Introduction
This tutorial explains the computation of reliable estimates of the net annual longshore sediment
transport for an arbitrary coast. The most widely known formula for longshore transport (LT) is the
CERC equation (Shore Protection Manual, US Army Corps of Engineers, 1984). This method is based on
the principle that the longshore transport rate (LT, incl. bed load and suspended load) is proportional to
longshore wave power P per unit length of beach; LT = K P, with K = calibration coefficient. The CERC
formula has been calibrated using field data from sand beaches. The CERC formula does not account for
particle size and beach slope. It is only valid for sandy conditions.
The effects of particle diameter and bed slope have been studied systematically by Kamphuis (1991),
resulting in a more refined equation for longshore sediment transport. The Kamphuis formula is valid for
sand beaches, but is most likely not valid for gravel and shingle beaches. The Kamphuis formula was
found to give the best agreement between computed and measured transport rates based on the work of
Schoonees and Theron (1993, 1996). Recently Mil-Homens et al. (2013) have made a re-evaluation of the
Kamphuis formula based on an extensive set of 250 data points. Most of the data points are in the sand
range (<0.6 mm) and low transport range (mild wave conditions). The modified kamphuis 2013 formula
is also used herein.
Finally, the formula of Van Rijn (2014) is given, which is a simple general expression for the computation
of longshore transport of sand, gravel, and shingle (0.1 to 100 mm). The effects of additional currents due
to tide and wind are included.

7.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Littoral.xls consists of three spreadsheets:




Overview
Sheet 1: Longshore transport and dune erosion
Sheet 2: Annual longshore transport

Sheet 1: Longshore transport and dune erosion
This sheet can be used to compute the longshore transport for individual cases (short term events). The
wave angle at the breakerline is defined with respect to the shore normal. Three formulas are available:
CERC, Kamphuis and van Rijn. Furthermore, beach and dune erosion can be computed using various
approaches for given conditions.
Sheet 2: Annual longshore transport
This sheet can be used to compute the net annual longshore transport (in m3 per year) of sand, gravel or
shingle at the beach based on an annual offshore wave climate as input (total 365 days including days
without wind H0). The angle of the wave propagation vector is defined with respect to the north, see
Figure 15, this direction differs 180 degrees from the direction from which the waves are coming.
Similarly, the angle of the shore normal is also defined with respect to the north. Refraction theory is used
to determine the nearshore wave climate. Three longshore transport formulas are available: CERC,
Kamphuis and van Rijn.
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Positive
Longshore current (+)
NORTH
w ave angle 2

COAST
pos. angle (+)

Shore normal
negative
Negative

angle (-)

EAST

Longshore current
(- )
w ave angle 1
(w ave speed vector)

Figure 15

Definition of the angle of wave propagation with respect to the coast.

Wave parameters
The longshore transport is based on the wave parameters at the breaker line assuming uniform coastal
conditions (straight depth contours). If only the offshore wave parameters are known, the values at the
breakerline can be determined from refraction theory (Van Rijn, 1990/2011).
Assuming a straight uniform coast with parallel depth contours, the water depth at the breakerline can be
estimated from:
hbr = [(Hs,o 2 co cosθo)/(α γ2 g0.5)]0.4
The wave incidence angle at the breakerline (θbr) can be determined from:
sinθbr=(cbr/co) sinθo
with:
Hs,o
hbr
co, cbr
θo, θbr
α
γ
Lo
co

= significant wave height at deep water;
= water depth at breakerline;
= wave propagation speed at deep water and at breakerline;
= wave incidence angle (to shore normal) at deep water and at breakerline;
= Hs,br/hbr= breaking coefficient = 0.5 to 0.7;
= 1.8= calibration coefficient;
= wave length in deep water (ho),
= Lo/Tp, Tp = peak wave period.
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Longshore transport expressions
The CERC-formula developed by the US-Corps of Engineers relates the immersed weight (I) of the
longshore sediment transport rate to the longshore wave energy flux factor (Shore Protection Manual,
1984):
This formula can be rearranged into:
Qt,mass = 0.023 (1-p) ρs g0.5 (γbr) - 0.51 (Hs,br)2.5 sin(2 θbr)
Using p = porosity = 0.4 , ρs = 2650 kg/m3 and γbr = breaking coefficient = 0.8:
Qt,mass = 128 (Hs,br)2.5 sin(2 θbr)
with:
Qt,mass = longshore transport rate (dry mass, in kg/s),
Hs,br
= significant wave height at breaker line;
θbr
= wave angle at breaker line (between wave crest line and coastline; or between wave propagation
direction and shore normal direction).
The coefficient 128 has dimensions and Hs,br is in meters. The most important parameters are the wave
height and the wave angle. The second equation is a rather crude formula, not showing any influence of
the particle diameter and the beach/surf zone slope. Therefore, the CERC-formula is only valid for a
narrow range of conditions as represented by the calibration data. The formula is most valid for sandy
ocean coasts.
The Kamphuis (1991) method is given by:
Qt,mass =2.33 ρs /( ρs - ρ) (Tp)1.5 (tanβ)0.75 (d50)-0.25 (Hs,br)2 [sin(2 θbr)]0.6
with:
d50
tan β
p

= median particle size in surf zone (m);
= beach slope;
= porosity factor (= 0.4).

The modified Kamphuis (Mil-Homens et al., 2013) method is given by:
Qt,mass =0.15 ρs /( ρs - ρ) (Tp)0.89 (tanβ)0.86 (d50)-0.69 (Hs,br)2.75 [sin(2 θbr)]0.5
The longshore sediment transport according to Van Rijn (2014) is:
Qt,mass = 0.00018 Kswell ρs g0.5 (tanβ)0.4 (d50)-0.6 (Hs,br)3.1 sin(2 θbr)
with:
Kswell
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= Swell factor.
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The above equation includes the effect of swell waves. Low-period swell waves in the range of 1 to 2 m
produce significantly larger transport rates (factor 1.5) compared to wind waves of the same height (H rms
= H). This effect can to some extent be taken into account by using a correction factor to the longshore
transport rate, if the percentage of swell waves (in terms of wave height) of the total wave height record is
known. Herein, it is proposed to use a swell factor, as follows:
Kswell =1.5(pswell /100) + 1 (1- pswell /100) = 0.015 pswell + (1-0.01 pswell)
with:
pswell
= percentage of low-period swell wave heights of the total wave height record (about 10% to 20%
for sea coasts and 20% to 30% for ocean coasts). Some values are: Kswell =1.05 for pswell =10%; Kswell =1.1
for pswell =20% and Kswell =1.5 for pswell =100%. If swell is absent (or unknown), then Kswell = 1.
The equation can also be expressed, as:
Qt,mass = 0.0006 Kswell ρs (tanβ)0.4 (d50)-0.6 (Hs,br)2.6 Vwave
Vwave= 0.3 (gHs,br)0.5 sin(2 θbr)
with:
Vwave
= wave-induced longshore current velocity (m/s) averaged over the cross-section of the surf zone
based on the work of Bagnold (1963) and Komar (1979).
This equation is linear in velocity. Additional velocities in the surf zone due to tide and wind can be simply
taken into account by schematizing the tidal period in two blocks, as follows:
Vtotal

= Vwave + 0.01p1 V1 + 0.01p2V2 (11)

with V1= representative velocity in positive longshore direction due to wind and tide; V2= representative
tidal velocity in negative longshore direction due to wind and tide; p1= percentage of time with positive
flow (about 50%), p2= percentage of time with negative flow (about 50%).
The peak longshore velocities in the surf zone due to wind and tide are approximately in the range of 0.1
m/s for micro-tidal to 0.5 m/s for macro-tidal conditions. Generally, there is a slight asymmetry in the
wind-generated velocities in the main wave (wind) direction. Using this approach, a slight asymmetry in
the velocities due to wind and tide (V1 larger than V2 or reversed) can be taken into account. The effect is
zero in fully symmetric tidal flow (p1 = 50%, p2 = 50%, V1 = -V2).
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7.3 Example
Given:
Richards Bay harbor is situated on the East African coast (Swart, 1981). The local coast north of the
harbor is a soft cliff type coast covered with bushes. The beach is relatively narrow (about 50 m) and
consists of fine to medium, reddish brown sand (grain sizes are in the range of 0.2 to 0.3 mm).
A sand trap is present at the beach south of the harbor entrance to Richards Bay from which sand is
dredged and pumped onto the northern beach. Based on this, the net longshore transport north of
Richards Bay harbor is approximately 650.000 m3/year (±150.000 m3/year).
The tide is semi-diurnal at Richards Bay. The average neap tidal range is 0.52 m while the average spring
tidal range is 1.8 m. The mean tidal range is about 1.15 m. The tidal currents are weak with values in the
range of 0.1 to 0.5 m/s. The dominant current directions are approximately parallel to the coastline.
The east coast of South Africa is exposed to waves from the Indian Ocean. These waves commonly have a
long period swell component, with periods greater than about 10 s, and a shorter period due to locally
generated waves.
Most offshore significant wave heights are in the range of 1 to 3 m, with wave periods of 6 to 16 s and wave
directions in the range of 60o to 180o. Corbella and Stretch (2012) have analyzed wave data over the
period of 1992 to 2009 offshore (offshore water depth of 22 m) of Richards Bay. Storm waves are
generated off the coast by tropical cyclones, cold fronts and cut-off lows. Cold fronts generally move from
west to east and exist closer to the coast. Tropical cyclones are very rare events. Only seven major storms
affected the east coast since 1962. Generally, the tropical storm events produce north-easterly swells.
South-east is the most dominant wave direction, which is consistent with the observed direction of the net
littoral drift (south-west to north-east). The largest waves occur in autumn (March, April, May) and in
winter (June, July, August). Summer is the calmest period (December, January and February). During
summer the wave energy is spread almost evenly over the wave directions. The offshore annual wave data
from the wave rose (covering 18 years) are given in Figure 16. Other input data, see Table 17.
Questions:


What is the net annual longshore transport?

Results:
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Output data see spreadsheet Littoral.xls and Table 18
The original Kamphuis 1991 formula predicts a value of alongshore transport rate of 550,000
m3/year, the Kamphuis modified 2013 formula a value of 390,000 m3/year, the CERC formula a
value of 870,000 m3/year, the Van Rijn formula a values of 570,000 m3/year.
The measured net alongshore transport is 650,000 m3/year (+/- 150,000). The Kamphuis
original 1991 formula and the Van Rijn formula are the ones that perform better for this specific
situation.
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Number
of days

Offshore
wave
height
Hs,o
(m)

p
(days)
0
0
1
6
10
2
0.3
3
8
30
41
6
0.8
5
11
29
46
8
0.9
8
17
44
69
11

4
3
2.25
1.75
1.25
0.75
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3
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1.75
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3
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18
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11
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255
255
255
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255
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285
285
285
285
285
315
315
315
315
315
315
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345
345
345
345
345
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315
315
315
315
315
315
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315
315
315
315
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-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
30
30
30
30
30

(degrees)

-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
30
30
30
30
30

-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
30
30
30
30
30

357

Figure 16

Table 17

Wave data offshore Richards Bay, South Africa

Input data Littoral.xls

Parameters

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

Sediment density= 2650
Bulk density sediment
Percentage mud
Percentage low swell waves
Positive tidal current
Negative tidal current
Calibration factor breaker depth
Calibration factor longshore transport
Offshore water depth
Grain size (d50)
Surf zone slope, tanβ
Wave breaking coefficient
Wave data
Local shore normal (angle to the north)

1 – E9, 2 – E12
1 – E10, 2 – E13
1 – E11, 2 – E14
1 – E14, 2 – E15
2 – E16
2 – E17
2 – E19
2 – E20
B
C
D
E
F, G, H, I
J

2650
1600
0
20
0
0
1 (default)
1 (default)
22
0.0002
0.02
0.6

kg/m
3
kg/m
%
%
m/s
m/s
m
m
-

315

degrees

3
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Table 18

Longshore transport rates

Computed longshore
transport rate to
3
North (m /year)
Computed longshore
transport rate to
3
South (m /year)
Computed net longshore
3
transport rate (m /year)
Measured net longshore
3
transport rate (m /year)
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Output data Littoral.xls

Kamphuis original
1991
Columns AC/AD

Kamphuis modified
2013
Columns AF/AG

CERC

Van Rijn

Columns AJ/AK

Columns AM/AN

1,350,000

900,000

2,250,000

1,350,000

800,000

510,000

1,380,000

780,000

550,000

390,000

870,000

570,000

650,000 (150,000)
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Photo credit: Ellen Quataert

8 Dune-Beach erosion.xls
Calculating the dune and beach erosion during storms
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8.1 Introduction
Beach and dune erosion and associated mitigation measures are the most classical coastal engineering
problems that are existing and have been studied extensively by many researchers (Dean 1973, Vellinga
1986, Kriebel et al. 1991, Dette and Uliczka 1987, Larson and Kraus 1989, Kraus et al. 1991, Steetzel 1993,
Larson et al. 2004, Van Rijn 2009).
When storm waves arrive at the beach-dune face, the wave crests break frequently, resulting in large volumes
of water running up the slope. Sand is dragged down the slope by the downrush causing erosion of the beach
and dune faces and undermining of the dune toe. Part of the dune face may collapse when the local dune
slope angle is larger than the equilibrium slope and lumps of sediment will slide downwards where it can be
eroded again by wave-induced processes. The mass of sediment-laden water returning to the sea will drop its
load at deeper water to form a bar. The sediments are carried in seaward direction by wave-induced near-bed
return currents (undertow) and in longshore direction by wave-, wind- and tide-induced currents, which may
feed locally generated rip currents. The undertow currents bring the sediments to the nearshore breaker bar
systems, whereas the rip currents carry the sediments over longer distances to the edge of the surf zone.
Herein, the attention is focused on dune erosion processes during major storm events with relatively high
surge levels. The surge level is the sum of: tide level, wind setup and wave setup. For a more detailed
calculation on the risk-assessment in relation to flooding events, we refer to the tool and tutorial on
Flooding.xls.
The beach and dune erosion processes consist of:







the generation of strong wave impact forces at the steep dune and beach faces generating relatively
high bed-shear stresses and hence erosion of sediment,
the production of large-scale turbulence due to the impact (wave collision) of incoming breaking
waves and reflected broken waves generating fountains of water (see Figure 1) and sediment resulting
in a significant increase of the sediment carrying capacity of the offshore-directed return flows in the
surf zone in front the dune,
the generation of low frequency waves in the surf zone (surf beat) due to spatial and temporal
variation of the breaking point of the irregular high-frequency waves resulting in a spatial and
temporal variation of the wave-induced set-up and
the regular sliding of the dune face when it becomes too steep, therefore leading to the formation of a
small bar at the toe of the dune face.

Figure 17
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Wave impact at dune face in large-scale laboratory experiment
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8.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Dunebeacherosion.xls consists of two spreadsheets:




Overview
Sheet 1: Method of Vellinga (DUROS+ model)
Sheet 2: Method of Van Rijn

Sheet 1: Method of Vellinga (DUROS+ model)
The certified method to compute dune erosion in the Netherlands is known as the DUROS+ method. The
DUROS+method was initially developed by Vellinga (1986) based on many laboratory data sets and later
improved by others (Deltares, 2007).
The DUROS post-storm profile is based on three elements:




a landward dune slope (1:1),
a parabolic ‘equilibrium’ profile, and
a seaward slope (1: 12.5) at the end of the equilibrium profile until the initial coastal profile

The eroded bed profile at the end of the design storm is described by (see Figure 18):
From the dune foot, the parabolic equilibrium erosion profile is defined by the formula:
Y = 0.4714 (Ho,s/7.6) [(Ho,s/7.6)1.28 (12/Tp)0.45 (ws/0.0268)0.56 x + 18]0.5 – 2

(1)

The origin (x=0, y=0) is defined as the intersection of Equation (1) and the storm surge level. The
parabolic profile stretches from origin until the maximum offshore point, defined by the relations (2) and
(3).
Xmax = 250 (Ho,s/7.6)1.28 (0.0268/ws)0.56

(2)

Ymax = [0.4714{250(12/Tp)0.45 +18}0.5 – 2] (Ho,s/7.6)

(3)

In the model, the fall velocity is computed following relation (4):
10log

with:
y
x
Ho,s
Tp
ws

(1/ws)=0.476(10log d50)2 + 2.18 10log(d50) + 3.226

(4)

= depth below the storm surge level (m),
= distance from new dune foot origin (m),
= significant wave height at deep water (m),
= peak wave period (s),
= fall velocity of sand in seawater of 5o Celsius (m/s).
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11
10

Eroded bed profile after storm of 5 hours

9

Safety
profile

Slope 1 to 1

Storm surge level

8

Initial (t=0) Dune-beach profile 1 to 45

7

Safety profile

A1

As
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6
5
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4
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3
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2
1
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-3

4650
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4800
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4850

4900

4950
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Figure 18

Dune erosion profile after storm of 5 hours

The origin in the computation should be shifted horizontally until A1 + A2 = A3 (continuity of erosion and
accretion). The total dune area (Atotal) above the storm surge level required to have a safe coastal dune is:
Atotal= A1+ Au+As

(5)

with:
Au= area related to uncertainties involved (about 0.25A 1);
As= area of safety profile (about 0.25A1, As,minimum  50 m3/m).
The method of Vellinga cannot be used for storm surge levels smaller than the dune toe level (S < 3 m).
Thus: erosion of the upper beach and the dune toe during minor storm events with S < 3 m cannot be
predicted.

Sheet 2: Method of Van Rijn
Van Rijn (2009) has used a detailed cross-shore model (CROSMOR) to simulate the dune erosion
process. The CROSMOR-model (Van Rijn 2006, 2015) has also been used to study the effect of various
key parameters on the computed dune erosion after 5 hours (duration of standard storm):
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effect of storm surge level in the range of 2 to 8 m;
effect of offshore wave height in the range of 3.8 to 10 m;
effect of peak wave period in the range of 9 to 18 s;
effect of wave angle in the range of 0 to 30 degrees;
effect of bed material size in the range of 0.15 to 0.3 mm;
effect of steeper and milder beach profile.
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The initial dune-beach profile (Reference profile, see Figure 19) consists of four sections. The beach slope
is 1:20 and the dune slope is 1:3 (angle of about 20o). The dune height is set to 15 m above MSL. The dune
toe is at +3 m above MSL.
The storm surge level of the Reference storm is set to +5 m. The duration of a Reference storm is set to 5
hours. The wave height at deep water (at x=0, about 5 km from beach) is set to 7.6 m. The peak wave
period is 12 s. The forcing parameters are constant in time; the growing and decaying phases of the storm
have been neglected.
The computed dune erosion volumes above the storm surge level (+5 m to MSL) for the Reference profile
is about 170 m3/m after 5 hours. Figure 19 shows the effect of the storm surge level (in the range of S=2 to
8 m above mean sea level) on the bed profile after 5 hours. The dune erosion strongly increases with
increasing storm surge level.
Table 19
Parameters of Dutch coastal profile; Reference profile and Storm (defined by
Vellinga 1986)

Parameter

Values

Offshore wave height (m)
Offshore wave period (s)
Offshore water depth (m)
Storm surge level above MSL (m)
Median sediment diameter (m)
Median fall velocity (m/s)
o
Water temperature ( C)
Cross-shore profile

7.6
12
21 m
+5 m MSL during 5 hours
225 (0.25 mm)
0.0267
10
a) dune height at +15 m NAP,
b) dune face with slope of 1 to 3 down to a level of +3 m NAP,
c) slope of 1 to 20 between +3m and 0 m NAP,
d) slope of 1 to 70 between 0 and -3 m NAP,
e) slope of 1 to 180 seaward of -3 m NAP line

16
14

Depth to MSL (m)

12

10
8
6

Initial profile (t=0)
SSL=2 m
SSL=3 m
SSL=4 m
SSL=5 m
SSL=6 m
SSL=7 m
SSL=8 m

4
2

0
-2
-4
4900

4950

5000

5050

5100

5150

5200

Cross-shore direction (m)

Figure 19
Effect of storm surge level on computed bed profile (CROSMOR) after 5 hours for
Reference profile
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The results of the CROSMOR-model runs have been used to develop a simplified dune erosion rule
(DUNERULE-model), as follows (see Figure 20):
Ad,t=5= Ad,ref (d50,ref/d50) 1 (S/Sref) 2 (Hs,o/Hs,o,ref) 3 (Tp/Tp,ref) 4 (tan/tanref) 5 (1+o/100) 6
(6)
with:
Ad,t=5
Ad,ref
S
Sref
Hs,o
Hs,o,ref
Tp
Tp,ref
d50
d50,ref
tan
tanref
o
1
2
3
5

= dune erosion area above storm surge level after 5 hours (m3/m),
= dune erosion area above S storm surge level after 5 hours of the Reference storm= 170 (m3/m),
= storm surge level above mean sea level (m),
= storm surge level above mean sea level of Reference storm= 5 (m),
= offshore significant wave height (m),
= offshore significant wave height of Reference storm= 7.6 (m),
= peak wave period (s),
= peak wave period (s) of Reference storm= 12 (s),
= median bed material diameter (m),
= median bed material diameter of Reference profile= 0.000225 (m),
= coastal slope gradient defined as the slope between the -3 m depth contour (below mean sea
level) and the dune toe (+3 m),
= coastal slope gradient defined as the slope between the -3 m depth contour and the dune toe
(+3 m) of the Reference storm = 0.0222 (1 to 45),
= offshore wave incidence angle to coast normal (degrees),
= exponent=1.3,
= exponent=1.3 for S<Sref and 2=0.5 for S>Sref,
=4 = 6 = 0.5 (exponents),
= exponent= 0.3.

Eroded area, Ad,t

Dune face
Storm surge level, SSL (=SWL)

Mean sea level, MSL

Figure 20

Beach face

Sketch of dune erosion

The method of Van Rijn can be used for surge levels (incl. tide) > 1 m. Equation (6) yields zero erosion for
S=0 (no storm surge set-up).
The average horizontal dune recession (Rd) can be estimated from:
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Rd = Ad/(hd-S)

(7)

The maximum horizontal dune recession (Rd,max) at storm surge level can be estimated from:
Rd,max  1.5 Rd
with:
Rd
Rd,max
hd

(8)

= average horizontal dune recession (m),
= maximum horizontal dune recession at storm surge level (m),
= height of dune crest above mean sea level (m).

The time development over 100 hours can be estimated from:
Ad,t=Ad,t=5 (t/tref)6
with:
t
6

(9)

= time in hours (tref= 5 hours),
= exponent= 0.5 for t<tref and 0.2 for t>tref.

Basically, the proposed method produces dune erosion values with respect to a defined Reference storm
(storm with a constant storm surge level, wave height and duration of 5 hours). According to the
CROSMOR-model, the dune erosion area above storm surge level of the Reference case is approximately
Ad,ref= 170 m3/m.
The storm surge level (S) above mean sea level and the bed material diameter (d 50) are the most
influencial parameters. Equation (6) is especially suitable for probabilistic computations to represent the
natural variations of the controlling parameters.
The method of Hallermeier and Rhodes (1988) can also be used to compute the dune erosion volume.
Ae= 0.13 S4.8

for S > 3 m

(10)

Ae= 2.03 S2.3

for S  3 m

(11)

with: S = storm surge level above MSL.

8.3 Example
Sheet 1: Method of Vellinga (DUROS+ model)
Given:
Initial bottom profile:
x= 0,
x= 100,
x= 390,
x= 400,
x= 480,
x= 590,

z=-5.8 m to MSL
z=-3 m
z= 3 m
z= 10 m
z= 10 m
z= 5 m
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The dune height above mean sea level is set to 10 m.
Questions:


What is the dune erosion volume after 5 hours?

Results:
Horizontal shift = 440 m (by trial and error until erosion area is equal to deposition area). The erosion
area can be read directly from the plot in the xls file. Each line in the tool corresponds to a different case.
Dune erosion can be computed from the obtained beach profile (red profile in the plot; see also Figure
8.5): A1+A2  180+40 m3/m=220 m3/m.
Using Auncertainty= 45 m3/m (25% of Aerosion) and Arest = 45 m3/m (25% of Aerosion), the total required sand
volume above storm surge level to have a safe coastal dune is:
Arequired = Aerosion + Auncertainty + Arest =
Table 20

180 + 45 + 45  270 m3/m.

Input data Dunebeacherosion.xls

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

Hs,o (significant wave height at deep water)
Tp (peak wave period)
d50 (bed material diameter)
Dx grid size
Horizontal shift
Vertical shift = storm surge level above MSL

1 – D8
1 – D9
1 – D10
1 – D11
1 – D12
1 – D13

10
16.2
0.00025
5

m
s
m
m
m
m

Height to Mean Sea Level MSL (m)

Parameters

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1 0
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8

Figure 21
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5.5

Eroded bed profile after storm of 5 hours
Storm surge level
Initial (t=0) Dune-beach profile 1 to 45

A1
A2
A3

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400
450
500
Cross-shore distance (m)

Dune erosion based on method of Vellinga (DUROS+ model)
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Sheet 2: Method of Van Rijn
Given:
All input data given in Table 21.
Questions:


What is the dune erosion volume after 2.5, 5 and 10 hours?

Results:






Ad= 170 (0.000225/0.00025)1.3 (5.5/5)0.5 (10/7.6)0.5(16.2/12)0.5(0.02/0.0222)0.3 (1+0/100)0.5=
201 m3/m after 5 hours (Column S18).
Ad= 142 m3/m after 2.5 hours (Column S19) and 230 m3/m after 10 hours (Column S20).
Rd= 201/(15-5.5)=21.1 m after 5 hours; 14.9 after 2.5 hours and 24.2 m after 10 hours (Column T).
Rd,max= 32 m after 5 hours; 22 m after 2.5 hours and 36 m after 10 hours (Column U).
The dune width at the crest of the dune should be of the order of 40 m.

Table 21

Input data Dunebeacherosion.xls

Parameters

Sheet # - Cell #

Values

units

d50 (bed material diameter)
tan (beach slope)
Hs,o (significant wave height at deep water)
Tp (peak wave period)
o (wave incidence angle at deep water)
S (storm surge level above MSL)
hd (dune height above mean sea level)
time

2 – B18
2 – C18
2 – D18
2 – E18
2 – F18
2 – G18
2 – H18
2 – R18

0.00025
0.02
10
16.2
0
5.5
15
5

m
m
s
degrees
m
m
hours
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Photo credit: Alessio Giardino

9 River flow and sand transport.xls
Compute the flow discharge and sand transport in a river
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9.1 Introduction
The tool: River flow and sand transport.xls can be used to compute the flow discharge and sand
transport rate in a compound river cross-section.

9.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Riverflowandsandtransport.xls consists of two spreadsheets:



Overview
Sheet 1: Discharge and transport

Sheet 1: Discharge and transport
The river cross-section is schematized into various subsections with known dimensions: width bi, depth hi
and bottom roughness ks,I, see Figure 22.
bi

b1
h1
zb bed level
to datum

hi
tan  i

zb1

H

zbi

DATUM

Figure 22

Compound cross-section

The discharge can be obtained by summation, as follows:
Q =  qi=  bi hi u i =  bi hi Ci (hi S)0.5 = S0.5  bi Ci (hi)1.5
with:
Q
= discharge,
bi
= width of subsection i (input value),
hi
= (H-zb,i) = water depth of subsection i,
u i = depth-averaged flow velocity of subsection i,
Ci
= Chézy-coefficient of subsection i,
H
= River stage level to datum (input value),
zb,i
= bed level to datum (input value),
ks,i
= bed roughnes value of subsection i (input value),
tanI = tangent of lateral slope of subsection i (input value; used for critical bed-shear stress)
g
= acceleration of gravity,
S
= bottom slope.
Using the Chézy-formula Ci = 5.75 g0.5 log(12hi/ks,i), it follows that:
Q = 5.75 g0.5 S0.5  [bi (hi)1.5 (log(12hi/ks,i)]
Using the Strickler-formula Ci = 25(hi/ks,i)1/6, it follows that:
Q = 25 S0.5  [bi (ks,i)–1/6(hi)5/3]
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If bi and ks,i are constant, then:
Q = 25 b (ks)–1/6 S0.5 (hi)5/3 = K S0.5
with: K = 25 b (ks)–1/6 (hi)5/3 = conveyance factor.
The sand transport rate is computed by the formula of Engelund-Hansen 1967 and Van Rijn 2007 (see
Van Rijn 1993, 2005/2015), as follows:
Engelund-Hansen 1967
Total load transport:

Qtotal=  bi qtotal,I = 0.05 fcalibration s  bi u i5 /[(s-1) g0.5 d50 Ci3]

Formulae Van Rijn (2007)
Bed load transport:

Qb =  bi qb,I = 0.015 fcalibration s  bi u i hi Me,i1.5(d50/hi)1.2

Suspended load transport:

Qs =  bi qs,I = 0.012 fcalibration s  bi u i hi Me,i2.4 (d50/hi) (D*)-0.6

Qb
Qs
Qtotal
qb,i
qs,i
qtotal,i
hi
d50
d90
D*
g

Me,i

ui
s
s
w

u cr
u cr,i
u cr,i
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= bed-load transport (kg/s),
= suspended load transport (kg/s),
= Qb + Qs = total load transport (kg/s),
= bed-load transport per unit width (kg/m/s),
= suspended load transport per unit width (kg/m/s),
= qb,I + qs,i = total load transport per unit width (kg/m/s),
= water depth of subsection i,
= sediment particle size (m),
= 2 d50 (m)= 90% sediment particle size (m),
= d50 [(s-1)g/2]1/3 = dimensionless sediment size (-),
= acceleration of gravity (m/s2),
= kinematic viscosity coefficient (m2/s),
= ( u i - ucr)/[(s-1)gd50]0.5 = mobility parameter (-),
= depth-averaged flow velocity of subsection I (m/s),
= s/w= relative density (-),
= sediment density (kg/m3),
= water density(kg/m3),
= critical velocity based on Shields (initiation of motion),
= 0.19(d50)0.1log(12hi/3d90)
for 0.0001<d50<0.0005 ,
= 8.5(d50)0.6log(12hi/3d90)
for 0.0005<d50<0.002 m.
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9.3 Example
Given:











Compound channel cross-section with 7 subsections, see Figure 22.
Stage to datum H= 6 m,
Bed slope S=0.0001,
Fluid density= 1000 kg/m3,
Sediment density = 2650 kg/m3,
Sediment size d50= 0.0003 m,
Kinematic viscosity coefficient = 0.000001 m2/s,
Critical mobility Shields= 0.04,
Angle of repose = 35o,
Calibration factor sand transport fcalibration = 1.

Questions:


What is the discharge Q and Sand transport Qtotal ?

Results:



Each line in the xls file corresponds to a different part forming a river section.
Output data see spreadsheet Riverflowtransport.xls and Table 22

Table 22

No

Input and output values in Riverflowtransport.xls

Input values

Computed values

Col.
B

C

D

E

H

I

K

M

N

P

S

AB

AC

AD

zb,i
(m)

bi
(m)

tani
(-)

ks,i
(m)

hi
(m)

Ai
2
(m )

Ci
0.5
(m /s)

ui
(m/s)

Qi
3
(m /s)

b,cr,i
2
(N/m )

Qt, EH
(kg/s)

Qb,VR
(kg/s)

Qs,VR
(kg/s)

Qt,VR
(kg/s)

1

5

2

1

0.01

1

2

55.4

0.55

1.1

0

0.03

0.015

0.055

0.071

2

4

150

0

0.03

2

300

52.3

0.74

221

0.194

12

3

19.6

22.6

3

2.5

30

0.1

0.03

3.5

105

56.6

1.06

111

0.191

11

1.8

22.1

23.9

4

1

100

0

0.05

5

500

55.4

1.24

620

0.194

89

9.1

145

154

5

2.5

30

0.1

0.03

3.5

105

56.6

1.06

111

0.191

11

1.8

22.1

23.9

6

4

150

0

0.03

2

300

52.3

0.74

221

0.194

12

3

19.6

22.6

7

5

2

1

0.01

1

2

55.4

0.55

1.1

0

0.03

0.015

0.055

0.071

135
kg/s

18.8
kg/s

228.5
kg/s

247.4
kg/s

Tot

1314
2
m

1286
3
m /s
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Figure credit: Kees Nederhoff

10

Wave modelling.xls

Computing wave propagation using two simple models

82 
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10.1 Introduction
This tool describes two simple models for wave propagation along a cross-shore profile:



refraction-shoaling-friction model based on linear wave theory;
Battjes-Jansen model including refraction, shoaling, bottom friction, breaking waves based
energy dissipation model, wave setup, longshore current velocities.

In order to apply these models, the bottom profile normal to the shore should be known. Additionally, the
offshore boundary conditions should be known.

10.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Wavemodelling.xls consists of two spreadsheets:




Overview
Sheet 1: Refraction-Shoaling-Friction model (RSF-model)
Sheet 2: Battjes-Janssen model

Sheet 1: Refraction-Shoaling-Friction model (RSF-model)
Assuming a straight uniform coast with parallel depth contours, the water depth at the breakerline can be
estimated from (Van Rijn 2011):
hbr= [(Hs,o2 Co coso)/( br2 g0.5)]0.4
The wave heights can be computed by:
Hs,x= Ks,x Kr,x Kf,x Hs,o
Hs,br= br hbr
with:
Ks,x
Kr,x
Kf,x
nx
x

fw
h
Lwave
Cx
g
x

= [(no/nx)(Co/Cx)]0.5 = shoaling factor;
= [coso/cosx]0.5= refraction factor;
= [1/(1+Hs,o x]0.3= friction factor (based on calibration Figure 23 using CROSMOR-model, Van
Rijn 2011);
= 0.5[1+2kh/sin(2kh)]=coefficient;
= fw 3/[3  g n C {sinh(kh)}3]= coefficient;
= 2/ Tp; k=2/Lwave;
= friction coefficient ( 0.01);
= water depth at location x;
= wave length;
= wave speed= Lwave/Tp;
= acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2);
= coordinate with respect to deep water location.

The wave incidence angle at the breakerline (br) can be determined from:
sinx = (Cx/Co) sino
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sinbr = (Cbr/Co) sino
with:
Hs,o
hbr
Co, Cbr
o, br
br

Lo
Co

= significant wave height at deep water;
= water depth at breakerline;
= wave propagation speed at deep water and at breakerline;
= wave incidence angle (to shore normal) at deep water and at breakerline;
= Hs,br/hbr= breaking coefficient based on 5% breaking= 0.6 to 0.8;
= 1.8= calibration coefficient based on Egmond beach data (The Netherlands);
= wave length in deep water (ho);
= Lo/Tp, Tp= peak wave period.

The input data are given in Column E7 to E12; the x-coordinates are in Column A24-A50 and the water
depths to MSL (Mean Sea Level) are in Column B24-B50. The computed wave height is in column E24E50; all other computed parameters are right of column E.
6
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0.5

-25
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Figure 23
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5.5

4000

-30
4500

Computed significant wave heights based on CROSMOR-model (Red) and simple

Sheet 2: Battjes-Janssen model
Battjes and Janssen (1978) proposed a dissipation model for breaking due to random waves.
According to their theory, all waves which are broken (or breaking) at a certain depth have a height equal
to Hmax. The Hmax-value is given by a Miche-type criterion:
Hmax = 0.88 k–1tanh(γkh/0.88)
with: γ = calibration parameter; constant (in range of 0.5 to 1) or varying along cross-shore profile.
A clipped Rayleigh-distribution is proposed by Battjes and Janssen (1978), which is based on the
assumptions that:
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wave heights are Rayleigh-distributed up to a maximum wave height,
all higher waves are simply cut off to this height,
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all waves having this maximum height are breaking and only these waves are breaking.

Assuming a Rayleigh-type distribution, the percentage Qb of broken waves at a certain location is
proposed to be given by:
(1–Qb)/ln(Qb) = – (Hrms/Hmax)2
In explicit form:
Qb = exp[{0.97(Hrms/Hmax)2–1}/{0.657(Hrms/Hmax)2}]
with: Hrms = rms wave height of all waves at that location.
In deep water: Qb= 0 for Hrms/Hmax= 0.0001. In shallow water this yields Qb  1 when Hrms/Hmax  1.
Some other values are: Qb = 0.02, 0.07, 0.2 for Hrms/Hmax = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7. The local value of H rms is
computed from the energy flux balance:
(E cg cos)/ x + Dbr + Df = 0
with E = 0.125 ρgH2rms, Cg = wave group velocity and Dbr = energy dissipation due to breaking, Df = energy
dissipation due to bottom friction.
Refraction is given by:
sin = (C/Co) sino
The energy dissipation of a breaking wave with height H max is estimated from that in a bore of the same
height giving:
Dbr = 0.25α Qb ρ g Hmax2/Tp
The wave energy dissipation due to bottom friction is:
Df = ρ fw (ω Hrms)3/[12  (sinh(kh))3 ]
with: Tp = wave period related to peak of spectrum, fw = exp[–6 + 5.2(Â/ks)–0.19]= friction coefficient, ks=
bottom roughness height, Â= semi-excursion length of orbital motion at bed ( Û = ω Â).
Neglecting the wave set-up, the wave height change can be obtained from the energy flux balance, giving:
d(0.125gH2rms n C cos)/dx + 0.25Qbg (H2max/Tp) +  fw (ωHrms)3/[12  (sinh(kh))3] = 0
d(n C cos H2rms)/dx + 2Qb (H2max/Tp) + 8g–1fw (ωHrms)3/[12  (sinh(kh))3] = 0
dY/dx + 2Qb (H2max/Tp) + 8g–1fw (ωHrms)3/[12  (sinh(kh))3] = 0
with:
Y
sin
fw
fc

= n C cos H2rms and Ynew=Yold+dY,
= (C/Co) sino (refraction effect),
= wave-related friction coefficient = exp(–6 + 5.2(Â/ks)–0.19)
= current-related friction coefficient = 0.242(log(12h/ks))–2.
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Neglecting the roller contribution, the set-up h/ can be estimated from:
dh/= – (gh)–1dSxx = –(gh)–1(Sxx,i – Sxx,i-1) =
– [{(n + n (cos)2) H2rms}i–1 – {(n + n (cos)2) H2rms}i]/(8hi)
with: Sxx = [n – 0.5 + n (cos)2][0.125 g (Hrms)2]
The new water depth is : h= hMSL + h/, which is now be used to compute the wave parameters (n, L, etc)
and hence Hrms. Using this approach, the gradient of the radiation force can be determined from the grid
points i-1 and i-2.
Neglecting the dispersion stress and the roller contribution, the longshore current velocity can be
estimated from:
(Sxy,i – Sxy,i-1)

v = –

_________________________

1  Ûδ (fc fw)0.5 dx

g [(n cos sin H2rms)i – (n cos sin H2rms)i–1]
= –

______________________________________________________________

8 1 Ûδ (fc fw)0.5 dx

with: Sxy= [n cos sin](0.125 g Hrms)2
The 1-coefficient is of the order of 0.5 to give realistic results for the longshore current near the Egmond
site, The Netherlands (see Plots B-J model, Sheet 2). The Sxy-term and hence the term H2 n sin cos
decreases in positive onshore direction inside the surf zone resulting in a negative gradient and hence the
term between brackets is negative resulting in a positive longshore current (northward if waves are
coming from south).
The mass transport flux (undertow) can be computed from: M = (1-Qb) Mnbr + Qb Mbr
with: Mnbr = mass transport flux by non-breaking waves and Mbr = mass transport flux by breaking waves.
The input data are given in Column B5 to B12; the water depth to MSL (Mean Sea Level) is specified at
each grid point (grid size is input), see column B21-B71. The computed wave height is in column H21-H71;
all other computed parameters are right of column H.

10.3 Example
RSF-model (Sheet 1)
Given:
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Data of Egmond profile, The Netherlands
Hrms,0 = 2.8 m at x= 900 m from shore, peak wave period Tp = 8.7 s, wave angle to shore normal=
30o
Water depth (h) is given to mean sea level (Table 23, column 3).
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Friction factor = 0.01 m; density seawater = 1025 kg/m 3, g = 9.81 m/s2
The input data can be specified in Column E7 to E12of the tool;
the x-coordinates are in Column A24-A50 and the water depth to MSL (Mean Sea Level) are in
Column B24-B50.

Questions:


What is the wave height Hrms?

Results:
The computed wave height is in column E24-E50; all other computed parameters are right of column E.
Table 23 summarizes computed parameters at various locations.

Table 23
Computed wave incidence angle, wave set-up and height (based on  = 0.7;
RSF-model) along Egmond profile, The Netherlands in the Wavemodelling.xls tool.
/

x

x

L

n

KR

KS

Kf

(m)

h to
msl
(m)

(m)
900
700
480
440
400
300
220
140
120
60
40

set up
/
h
(m)

Hrms

Hrms

computed

measured

(-)

Angle

o
()

(m)

(m)

(-)

(-)

(m)

0
200
420
460
500
600
680
760
780
840
860

9.3
8.3
7.1
5.5
4.7
5.9
4.7
2.6
2.1
2.1
1.5

76.2
72.7
68.0
60.8
56.6
62.7
56.6
42.9
38.8
38.8
32.9

0.85
0.86
0.88
0.91
0.92
0.90
0.92
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.97

1
0.99
0.984
0.971
0.965
0.974
0.965
0.950
0.946
0.946
0.942

1
1.014
1.038
1.082
1.113
1.069
1.113
1.255
1.315
1.315
1.419

(m)

1
0.992
0.994
0.988
0.983
0.987
0.977
0.922
0.886
0.879
0.801

30
28.5
26.5
21.8
24.3
21.8
16.4
14.7
14.7
14.3
12.5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.038
0.115
0.116
0.209

2.80
2.81
2.84
2.91
2.96
2.88
2.94
1.82
1.42
1.42
1.05

2.8
2.4

1.5
0.9
0.7

The computed wave heights (green line) are also shown in Figure 24 (upper plot). The computed values
are much too large compared to the measured values. The wave breaking on the outer and inner breaker
bars cannot be represented by the simple RSF-shoaling model. To obtain reasonable values, a much
smaller wave breaking coefficient should be assumed (br=0.4 to 0.5).
B-J model (Sheet 2)
Given:





Data of Egmond profile, The Netherlands
Hrms,0 = 2.8 m at x= 900 m from shore, peak wave period Tp = 8.7 s, wave angle to shore normal=
30o
Water depth (h) is given to mean sea level (Table 23, column 3).
Bed roughness ks = 0.01 m; density seawater = 1025 kg/m3, g = 9.81 m/s2
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The input data can be specified in Column B5 to B12; the water depth to MSL (Mean Sea Level) is
specified at each grid point (grid size is input), see column B21-B71.

Questions:


What is the wave height Hrms, wave setup and longshore current along the profile?

Results:
The computed wave height is in column H21-H71; all other computed parameters are right of column H.
Table 24 summarizes computed parameters at various locations.
Table 24
Computed wave incidence angle, wave set-up and height (based on  = 0.7; B-J model)
along Egmond profile, The Netherlands

x

/

x

(m)

(m)

h to
msl
(m)

900
700
480
440
400
300
220
140
120
60
40

0
200
420
460
500
600
680
760
780
840
860

9.3
8.3
7.1
5.5
4.7
5.9
4.7
2.6
2.1
2.1
1.5

/

h+h

L

n

Hmax

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

9.3
8.32
7.15
5.55
4.77
6.05
4.84
2.77
2.29
2.39
1.80

76.2
72.8
68.2
61.1
57.0
63.4
57.4
44.2
40.5
41.3
36.2

0.85
0.86
0.88
0.91
0.92
0.90
0.92
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.97

5.81
5.27
4.59
3.64
3.16
3.92
3.20
1.88
1.56
1.63
1.23

Qb

set up
/
h
(m)

Longsh.
current
(m/s)

Hrms

Hrms

computed

measured

(-)

Angle

o
()

(m)

(m)

0.006
0.006
0.008
0.076
0.060
0.0005
0.011
0.180
0.151
0.007
0.142

30
28.5
26.6
23.6
22.0
24.6
22.1
16.9
15.4
15.7
13.7

0
0.026
0.053
0.050
0.103
0.148
0.144
0.194
0.243
0.296
0.326

0.
0.32
0.28
0.59
1.38
0.04
0.15
0.86
0.97
0.04
0.05

2.80
2.53
2.26
2.23
1.88
1.62
1.62
1.30
1.05
0.79
0.82

2.8
2.4

1.5
0.9
0.7

The results are shown in Table 24 and Figure 24 for a breaking coefficient = 0.7. The computed wave
height is also shown for = 0.8. The computed wave heights are in good agreement with measured values.
Both the bed roughness and the wave incidence angle of 30 o have not much effect on the computed wave
height distribution (not shown). All wave parameters are based on the total water depth (including setup).
Figure 24 shows the computed radiation forces (S xx and Sxy), wave set-up and longshore current based on
o= 30o, = 0.7. Both forces show a decreasing trend in onshore direction resulting in wave set-up and the
generation of a longshore current. The S xx-force is between 9700 and 800 N/m and the S xy-force is
between 3600 and 120 N/m. The peak orbital velocity varies between 1.2 and 0.9 m/s. The wave-related
friction coefficient varies between 0.018 and 0.021. The current-related friction coefficient varies between
0.015 and 0.021.
The α1-coefficient of the longshore current expression is 0.5. The maximum nearshore wave set-up is
about 0.3 m, the maximum longshore current velocity is about 1.37 m/s at the outer bar and 1.0 m/s at the
inner bar based on bed roughness of ks= 0.01 m. The longshore current velocity is set to 0 m/s at x= 0.
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Figure 24
Computed and measured wave parameters, Egmond beach, The Netherlands. Upper:
wave height (RSF-model; B-J model). Lower: wave setup, longshore current velocity and radiation
forces (B-J model)
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11

Vegetation.xls

Computing the impact of vegetation on wave propagation using two
simple models
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11.1 Introduction
In the Vegetation.xls tool the effects of vegetation on the wave propagation along a cross-shore profile can
be calculated. The Vegetation.xls tool is an extended version of the Wavemodelling.xls tool (Chapter 10).
In the two simple models a parameter is added to account for the wave energy dissipation by vegetation. A
vegetation term is assed for the following simple models:



refraction-shoaling-friction model based on linear wave theory;
Battjes-Jansen model including refraction, shoaling, bottom friction, breaking waves based on
energy dissipation model, wave setup, and longshore current velocities.

In order to apply these models, the bottom profile normal to the shore should be known. Additionally, the
offshore boundary conditions should be also known. Also, the type of vegetation is needed.

11.2 Description of used formulas
The tool Vegetation.xls consists of two spreadsheets:




Overview
Sheet 1: Refraction-Shoaling-Friction model (RSF-model)
Sheet 2: Battjes-Janssen model

The used formulas in both models are similar to the formulas in the Wavemodelling.xls tool in Section
10.2. The added and changed terms for vegetation are marked bold in this section.
Sheet 1: Refraction-Shoaling-Friction model (RSF-model)
Assuming a straight uniform coast with parallel depth contours, the water depth at the breakerline can be
estimated from Van Rijn (2011):
hbr= [(Hs,o2 Co coso)/( br2 g0.5)]0.4
The wave heights can be computed by:
Hs,x= Ks,x Kr,x Kf,x Hs,o
Hs,br= br hbr
with:
Ks,x
Kr,x
Kf,x
nx
x

fw

= [(no/nx)(Co/Cx)]0.5 = shoaling factor;
= [coso/cosx]0.5= refraction factor;
= [1/(1+Hs,o x]0.3= friction factor (based on calibration Figure 2.1 using CROSMOR-model, Van
Rijn 2011);
= 0.5[1+2kh/sin(2kh)]=coefficient;
= fw 3/[3  g n C {sinh(kh)}3]= coefficient;
= 2/ Tp; k=2/Lwave;
= exp[–6 + 5.2(Â/ks)–0.19]= friction coefficient;

Â
= semi-excursion length of orbital motion at bed ( Û = ω Â);
ks,bed = roughness related to sediment bed (range of 0.01 to 0.05 m);
ks,plants = roughness related to height of the plants
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h
Lwave
Cx
g
x

= water depth at location x;
= wave length;
= wave speed= Lwave/Tp;
= acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2);
= coordinate with respect to deep water location.

The wave incidence angle at the breakerline (br) can be determined from:
sinx = (Cx/Co) sino
sinbr = (Cbr/Co) sino
with:
Hs,o
hbr
Co, Cbr
o, br
br

Lo
Co

= significant wave height at deep water;
= water depth at breakerline;
= wave propagation speed at deep water and at breakerline;
= wave incidence angle (to shore normal) at deep water and at breakerline;
= Hs,br/hbr= breaking coefficient based on 5% breaking= 0.6 to 0.8;
= 1.8= calibration coefficient based on Egmond beach data (The Netherlands);
= wave length in deep water (ho);
= Lo/Tp, Tp= peak wave period.

The input data are given in Column E7 to E11; the x-coordinates are in Column A26-A84 and the water
depth to MSL (Mean Sea Level) are in Column B26-B84; roughness values in Columns C26-84 and D2684. The computed wave height is in column G26-G84; all other computed parameters are right of column
G.
Sheet 2: Battjes-Janssen model
Battjes and Janssen (1978) proposed a dissipation model for breaking due to random waves.
According to their theory, all waves which are broken (or breaking) at a certain depth have a height equal
to Hmax. The Hmax-value is given by a Miche-type criterion:
Hmax = 0.88 k–1tanh(γkh/0.88)
with: γ = calibration parameter; constant (in range of 0.5 to 1) or varying along cross-shore profile.
A clipped Rayleigh-distribution is proposed by Battjes and Janssen (1978), which is based on the
assumptions that:




wave heights are Rayleigh-distributed up to a maximum wave height,
all higher waves are simply cut off to this height,
all waves having this maximum height are breaking and only these waves are breaking.

Assuming a Rayleigh-type distribution, the percentage Qb of broken waves at a certain location is
proposed to be given by:
(1–Qb)/ln(Qb) = – (Hrms/Hmax)2
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In explicit form:
Qb = exp[{0.97(Hrms/Hmax)2–1}/{0.657(Hrms/Hmax)2}]
with: Hrms = rms wave height of all waves at that location.
In deep water: Qb= 0 for Hrms/Hmax= 0.0001. In shallow water this yields Qb  1 when Hrms/Hmax  1.
Some other values are: Q b = 0.02, 0.07, 0.2 for Hrms/Hmax = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7. The local value of H rms is
computed from the energy flux balance:
(E cg cos)/ x + Dbr + Df = 0
with E = 0.125 ρgH2rms, Cg = wave group velocity and Dbr = energy dissipation due to breaking, Df = energy
dissipation due to bottom friction.
Refraction is given by:
sin = (C/Co) sino
The energy dissipation of a breaking wave with height H max is estimated from that in a bore of the same
height giving:
Dbr = 0.25α Qb ρ g Hmax2/Tp
The wave energy dissipation due to bottom friction is:
Df = ρ fw (ω Hrms)3/[12  (sinh(kh))3 ]
with: Tp = wave period related to peak of spectrum, fw = exp[–6 + 5.2(Â/ks)–0.19]= friction coefficient, ks=
bottom roughness height= (ks,bed2 +ks,plants2)0.5, Â= semi-excursion length of orbital motion at bed ( Û =
ω Â), ks,bed= roughness related to sediment bed (range of 0.01 to 0.05 m); ks,plants
=roughness related to the height of the plants.
Neglecting the wave set-up, the wave height change can be obtained from the energy flux balance, giving:
d(0.125gH2rms n C cos)/dx + 0.25Qbg (H2max/Tp) +  fw (ωHrms)3/[12  (sinh(kh))3] = 0
d(n C cos H2rms)/dx + 2Qb (H2max/Tp) + 8g–1fw (ωHrms)3/[12  (sinh(kh))3] = 0
dY/dx + 2Qb (H2max/Tp) + 8g–1fw (ωHrms)3/[12  (sinh(kh))3] = 0
with:
Y
sin
fw
fc

= n C cos H2rms and Ynew=Yold+dY,
= (C/Co) sino (refraction effect),
= wave-related friction coefficient = exp(–6 + 5.2(Â/ks)–0.19)
= current-related friction coefficient = 0.242(log(12h/ks))–2.

Neglecting the roller contribution, the set-up h/ can be estimated from:
dh/= – (gh)–1dSxx = –(gh)–1(Sxx,i – Sxx,i-1) =
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– [{(n + n (cos)2) H2rms}i–1 – {(n + n (cos)2) H2rms}i]/(8hi)
with: Sxx = [n – 0.5 + n (cos)2][0.125 g (Hrms)2]
The new water depth is : h= hMSL + h/, which is now be used to compute the wave parameters (n, L, etc)
and hence Hrms. Using this approach, the gradient of the radiation force can be determined from the grid
points i-1 and i-2.
Neglecting the dispersion stress and the roller contribution, the longshore current velocity can be
estimated from:
(Sxy,i – Sxy,i-1)

v = –

_________________________

1  Ûδ (fc fw)0.5 dx

g [(n cos sin H2rms)i – (n cos sin H2rms)i–1]
= –

______________________________________________________________

8 1 Ûδ (fc fw)0.5 dx

with: Sxy= [n cos sin](0.125 g Hrms)2
The 1-coefficient is of the order of 0.5 to give realistic results for the longshore current near the Egmond
site, The Netherlands (see Plots B-J model, Sheet 2c). The Sxy-term and hence the term H2 n sin cos
decreases in positive onshore direction inside the surf zone resulting in a negative gradient and hence the
term between brackets is negative resulting in a positive longshore current (northward if waves are
coming from south).
The mass transport flux (undertow) can be computed from: M = (1-Qb) Mnbr + Qb Mbr
with: Mnbr = mass transport flux by non-breaking waves and Mbr = mass transport flux by breaking waves.
The input data are given in Column B7 to B13; the water depth to MSL (Mean Sea Level) is specified at
each grid point (grid size is input), see column B23-B81; roughness values in columns C23-81 and D23-81.
The computed wave height is in column J23-J81; all other computed parameters are right of column J.

11.3 Example
In this example section the Vegetation.xls tool is validated using two data sets from field and lab
experiments. One case from Lovas (2000) is used as an example in the Vegetation.xls tool.
Lovas dataset
Given:
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Data collected from Lovas (2000)
Lab experiment using artificial kelp
fully submerged vegetation, effective height of about 0.09 m, placed at about 0.3 to 0.5 m water
depth, plants per unit area Nv = 1200 units/m2
Hrms,0 = 0.23 m, peak wave period Tp = 2.5 s, wave angle to shore normal= 0o
Friction factor = 0.01 m; density seawater = 1025 kg/m 3, g = 9.81 m/s2
The input data can be specified in the tool;
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the x-coordinates are in Column A28-A86 (sheet 1 R-S model) and A23-A81 (sheet 2 BattjesJanssen model). The water depths to MSL (Mean Sea Level) are in Column B28-B86 (sheet 1 R-S
model) and B23-B81 (sheet 2 Battjes-Janssen model).

Questions:


What is the computed wave height (Hrms) across the profile for both R-S and Battjes-Janssen
models? How does this compare to observations? What is the wave dumping due to vegetation?

Results:
The computed wave height can be found in column G28-G86 (sheet 1 R-S model) and J23-J81 (sheet 2
Battjes-Janssen model). In Figure 25 the results are shown for both R-S model and Battjes-Janssen
model. Two different cases are calculated for the experiments with and without vegetation.
In this case the ks,kelp parameter is assumed to be only affected by the vegetation height. This is a more
simple approach of the effects of vegetation on wave dissipation, since other vegetation characteristics
(e.g. density, diameter) also affect the dissipation. However, the validation results show that this method
gives a good approximation of the additional wave dissipation due to vegetation.

Figure 25 Validation of the Vegetation.xls tool with the Lovas (2000) data set (black x) for both R-S
model (blue lines) and Battjes-Janssen model (red line), for two different offshore wave heights. The
location of the vegetation is shown with the green line.
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The wave breaking cannot be represented by the simple RSF-shoaling model. To obtain reasonable values,
a much smaller wave breaking coefficient should be assumed (br=0.4 to 0.5).
SERRI-project
Given:







Field measurements on the salt marsh wetland in Terrebonne Bay on the Louisiana coast of the
Gulf of Mexico. Data collected from Wu et al. (2011).
Three cases are selected from the total data set, see Table 25.
Wave angle to shore normal= 0o
Thick stem, with tapering flexible narrow blades, Nv = 420 m-2, stem height = 0,22 m, total plant
height = 0,62 m
Bed roughness ks = 0.01 m; density seawater = 1025 kg/m3, g = 9.81 m/s2
the water depth to MSL (Mean Sea Level) is specified at each grid point (grid size is input)

Table 25 Input parameters

Case

Hs [m]

Water depth [m]

Tp [s]

1
2
3

0.8
0.6
0.4

2.2
1.7
1.5

8
8
8

Questions:


What is the wave height Hrms, along the profile?

Results:
In Figure 26 the results are shown for both R-S model and Battjes-Janssen model. Three different cases
are calculated for the experiments with and without vegetation.
In this case the ks,kelp parameter is assumed to be only affected by the vegetation height, i.e. stem height of
0.22 m. This is a more simple approach of the effects of vegetation on wave dissipation, since other
vegetation characteristics (e.g. density, diameter) also affect the dissipation. However, the validation
results show that this method gives a good approximation of the additional wave dissipation due to
vegetation.
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Figure 26 Validation of the Vegetation.xls tool with the Wu et al. (2011) data set (black x) for both R-S
model (blue lines) and Battjes-Janssen model (red line), for three different offshore wave heights.
The location of the vegetation is shown with the green line.
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